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Chapter 1

Introduction

The concept of supramolecular chemistry was introduced in 1978 by Jean-Marie
Lehn [Lehn 02] and since then it has been developed into a rapidly growing and
highly interdisciplinary field of science covering the chemical, physical, and bio-
logical features of the chemical species. Different from molecular chemistry which
has established its power over the covalent bond, supramolecular chemistry aims
at developing highly complex chemical systems from components interacting via
non-covalent intermolecular forces such as hydrogen bonding, electrostatic, and
donor-acceptor interactions [Steed 00]. Such non-covalent molecular interactions
form the basis of highly specific processes such as recognition, transport, and
regulation, etc. that occur in biological and chemical systems. Especially, recognition
directed self-assembly is of major interest in supramolecular design and engineering.
To gain deeper insight into the spatial arrangement of theircomponents and the nature
of the intermolecular bonds that hold these components together, many powerful
physical methods (IR, UV, X-ray diffraction, mass spectrometry, NMR, etc.) are
available. Quite often, supramoleuclar structures sufferfrom a lack of long-range
order and crystallinity due to the comparatively weak interactions that determine their
structure, e.g hydrogen bonding and pi-stacking. Thus, solid state NMR techniques
play a major role to understand molecular structure and dynamics in amorphous solid
systems, not requiring long-range order to provide structural information.

One of the characteristic features of NMR spectroscopy is based on its high
selectivity. Thus, it is desirable to exploit this technique for studying structure and
dynamics of large supramolecular systems without isotopicenrichment. The observed
resonance frequencies are not only isotope specific but alsoinfluenced by local fields,
in particular by the distribution of electron density around the investigated nucleus.
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6 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

For example, in principle,1H NMR spectroscopy has the advantage of directly
probing the hydrogen bonded protons themselves. However,1H NMR spectroscopy
of rigid solids is complicated by the homonuclear1H -1H dipolar interactions, leading
to substantial homogeneous broadening of the resonances. Anumber of ingenious
methods have been developed to gain sufficient spectral resolution in solid state NMR.
Among them, by the magic-angle spinning (MAS) technique [Andrew 58, Lowe 59],
where the sample is rapidly rotated around an axis inclined at the magic angle (54.7◦),
mimicking solution state NMR (where the anisotropic interactions are averaged to
zero), sufficient line-narrowing can be achieved.

Over the past decade, much progress has been made in the area of high reso-
lution magic-angle spinning (MAS) solid state NMR spectroscopy and in recent
years, noncovalent interactions in supramolecular systems have been studied by
a variety of high-resolution1H and heteronuclear solid state NMR techniques
[Schnell 01, Brown 07]. The resolved isotropic chemical shift constitutes a major
source for the elucidation of structure and dynamics in solid materials. In particular,
protons involved in hydrogen bonding, which has been described as the "masterkey
interaction in supramolecular chemistry", typically exhibit well-resolved1H chemical
shifts, mainly between 8 and 20 ppm, thereby providing valuable structural infor-
mation. Moreover, when studying supramolecular host-guest complexes, changes
of the observed chemical shifts of incorporated guest molecules provide significant
evidence for an inclusion by possible hosts. Depending on the local geometry of the
host, different induced shielding effects by e.g. aromaticmoieties within the host
may affect the guest molecules, and possibly allow for molecular recognition studies.
In that respect, the recently introduced concept of nucleus-independent chemical
shift (NICS) maps offer rather qualitative means to both facilitate an interpretation of
experimental chemical shifts and locate guest molecules within the respective host.

Barbituric acids are well known for forming strongly hydrogen-bonded complexes
with a variety of adenine derivatives which is one of the two purine nucleobases
used in forming nucleotides of the nucleic acids DNA and RNA. The prototropic
tautomerism of this material facilitates an adjustment to complementary bases
containing a DDA(A = hydrogen bond acceptor site, D = hydrogen bond donor
site) or ADA sequences, thereby yielding strongly hydrogen-bonded complexes.
In this contribution Chapter 4 deals with the solid-state structure of the enolizable
chromophor, 1-n-butyl-5-(4-nitrophenyl)-barbituric acid (NiBu) that features
adjustable hydrogen-bonding properties. Furthermore, the molecular assemblies
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of NiBu with three different strength of bases (Proton sponge, adenine mimetic
2,6-diaminopyridine (DAP) and 2,6-diacetamidopyridine (DAC)) are studied in
Chapter 4.

Diffusion NMR spectroscopy gives information over such interactions and
has become the method of choice for measuring the diffusion coefficient, thereby
reflecting the effective size and shape of a molecular species. Chapter 5 deals with
the investigation of supramolecular aggregates in solution by means of DOSY NMR
techniques. The underlying principles of DOSY NMR experiment are discussed
briefly and more importantly two applications demonstrating the potential of this
method are focused on.

Calix[n]arenes have gained a rather prominent position, both as host materials
and as platforms to design specific receptors. In particular, tetra urea calix[4]arenes,
substituted on their wide rim by four urea residues, form dimeric capsules in aprotic,
apolar solvents that are stabilized by a seam of hydrogen bonds between the urea func-
tions. This dimerization may be used to build up linear polymers from building blocks,
in which two tetraurea units are covalently linked via theirnarrow rims. Though the
dynamic nature and reversibility of capture, storage and preferably transport of guest
species in their respective host materials has been comprehensively studied in solution,
rather little is known about dimeric compounds in solids. Inthis respect, several dif-
ferent capsular contents(benzene, benzene-d6, fluorobenzene, fluorobenzene-d5, 1,4-
difluorobenzene, and cobaltocenium) of tetra urea calix[4]arenes are studied by solid
state NMR spectroscopy. In the solid state, the study of the interaction between tetra
urea calix[4]arenes and guest is simplified by the fact that the guests molecule remains
complexed and positioned within the cavity, thus allowing amore direct investigation
of the host-guest interactions. This will be discussed in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2

Fundamentals in NMR spectroscopy

The first detection of radio frequency signals generated by the nuclei of atoms in
bulk materials was done in 1945, by Bloch and his colleagues [Bloch 46] in Cal-
ifornia, and by Purcell and his colleagues [Purcell 46] in Harvard independently.
For their discovery, Bloch and Purcell were awarded the NobelPrize for Physics in
1952. Since that time, the development of NMR techniques hasbeen rapid. The
first commercial high-resolution proton NMR spectrometer was produced in 1953.
In the years since then through the enormous advances in NMR theory and the in-
strumental developments, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)spectroscopy had be-
come recognized as one of the most important developing tools for chemical struc-
tural analysis and dynamics of a variety of materials. In numerous fields, NMR finds
applications (chemistry, physics, biology, medicine, materials science and geology)
[Breitmaier 93, Cavanagh 96, Evans 95, Emsley 85, Brown 01, Percec 02].

Especially, nowadays high resolution liquid state NMR is ofunique importance
in organic chemistry to determine the structures of molecules. Based on the infor-
mation from1H and13C spectra in liquid state, and through various 2D techniques
such as COSY, TOCSY, NOESY, HMQC, and HMBC, the connectivities between
proton and carbon can be assigned in organic materials [Claridge 99] . Meanwhile in
the last thirty years, solid state NMR spectroscopy has advanced rapidly and is being
used to study the structure and dynamics of a variety of solidsystems ranging from
catalysis and glasses to polymers and proteins. It was rarely possible to obtain suffi-
cient resolution in , e.g., proton NMR spectra of complex solid materials, until in the
1950s, Andrew and Lowe introduced a technique where the sample is rapidly spun
about an axis tilted with respect to the static magnetic fieldby the magic angle 54.7◦

[Andrew 58, Lowe 59].

Different kinds of chemical and physical studies can be performed and unique

9



10 CHAPTER 2. FUNDAMENTALS IN NMR SPECTROSCOPY

Figure 2.1:A nucleus carries charge and when spinning possesses a magnetic mo-
ment, µ.

anisotropic nuclear spin interactions, which vanish in solution- state can be obtained
from solids. Thus chemical shift anisotropy, dipole-dipole coupling, and quadrupole
coupling can be used to give quantitative information on molecular structure, confor-
mation and dynamics. In the last decades, numerous solid-state NMR techniques have
been developed and a lot of research are still dedicated to the improvement of exist-
ing methods and the development of entirely new ones. This isdue to the overload
of information available from solid-state NMR spectra, outof which the relevant or
interesting pieces are often difficult to extract.

There are many NMR textbooks and reviews which should be consulted for greater
detail of NMR [Abragam 61, Slichter 96, Mehring 83]. In this Chapter the brief un-
derlying principles of NMR, which are essential for the understanding of the NMR
methods used in this study will be described.

2.1 NMR Phenomenon and Interactions

The nuclei of all atoms may be characterized by a nuclear spinquantum number,
I ≥ 1/2. The property of nuclear spin is fundamental to the NMR phenomenon. Each
nucleus with a non-zero spin possesses a magnetic momentµ, which is given by

µ= γ~I (2.1)

where~ = h/2π is Planck’s constant, and theγ is themagnetogyric ratiowhich is
constant for any given nuclide and may be viewed as a measure of how strongly mag-
netic this is. The behavior of a spin system is well describedquantum mechanically
by the time-dependent Schrödinger equation

d
dt

|Ψ(t)〉 =
−i
~

Ĥ |Ψ(t)〉 . (2.2)
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The evolution of the state|Ψ(t)〉 is determined by the Hamilton operatorĤ which
describes the energy of the system. For a nucleus in a static magnetic field the majority
of the spin interactions can be expressed in terms of the nuclear spin Hamiltonian

Ĥ = Ĥexternal + Ĥinternal (2.3)

= Ĥz+ Ĥr f + ĤQ + ĤDD + Ĥcs+ ĤJ (2.4)

whereĤz is the Zeeman interaction with the external magnetic field, and Ĥr f is
the radio frequency interaction, which are both externallyapplied. ĤDD is the di-
rect dipole-dipole coupling between spins,Ĥcs the chemical shift interaction,̂HQ the
quadrupolar coupling and̂HJ the J-coupling, which is usually an isotropic indirect
spin-spin coupling via electrons. All of these are internalspin interactions and there-
fore intrinsic to the material being studied. It is interesting to note that for NMR
the external interactions are usually much larger than the internal interactions, or the
nuclear spins are more strongly coupled to the external apparatus than to their own
molecular environment. This is in contrast to most other forms of spectroscopy, where
the behavior of the system is set by the molecular structure itself and the information
is gained by a relatively weak external perturbation [Levitt 01].

2.1.1 Zeeman-Interactions

The strongest interaction, and inherently most important to NMR, is the Zeeman inter-
action which is the interaction of nuclear spinI with an external static magnetic field
B0 for nuclei with spin quantum numberI 6= 0. The Zeemann interaction causes a
splitting of the degenerated(2I +1) energy levels, which are defined by the magnetic
nuclear spin quantum numbermI = −I ,−I +1, · · ·+ I . For a spin-1/2 nucleus such as
the proton, there are 2 possible spin states denoted +1/2 and-1/2, whilst forI = 1, for
example deuterium, the states are +1, 0 and -1 (Fig. 2.2) and so on.

If the external magnetic field is oriented along thez-axis, only thez-component
of the corresponding Hamiltonian deviates from zero. The break down of this degen-
eracy enables the absorption and emission of energy in the form of electromagnetic
radiation.

ĤZ = −γ~ÎZB0 (2.5)

Theeigenvaluesof Ĥ are the energies associated with the different possible states
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of the spin. The eigenvalues are obtained by operatingĤ on the spin wave functions:

Ĥ |I ,m〉 = EI ,m|I ,m〉 (2.6)

whereEI ,m is the energy of the eigenstate|I ,m〉. The quantum numberm can take
2I + 1 values. From solving the Schrödinger equation with the Hamiltonian above,
one obtains the energy levels

Em = −m~γB0 (2.7)

For I = 1/2 the energy splitting between the two level is∆E = -γ~B0 = ~ωL, where
ωL is the so-called Larmor frequency. For example, a proton in a7T magnetic field
has a Larmor frequency of 300MHz, whereas in a 16.4T magneticit has 700MHz.

I=1/2 I=1 I=3/2

E
n
e
rg

y
 (

B
)

0

-1/2

+1/2

-1

0

+1

-3/2

-1/2

3/2

+1/2

Figure 2.2:Energy level diagram showing the breakdown of nuclear spin degeneracy
upon the application of a magnetic field

In the case of a strong external magnetic fieldB0, the Zeeman interaction by far ex-
ceeds most other interactions listed in Eq.(2.4), i.e.‖Hexternal‖≫ ‖Hinternal‖. This al-
lows the weaker internal NMR interactions to be treated as perturbations of the strong
Zeeman interactions. The secular approximation leads to some components of the
internal spin interactions being masked by Zeeman interactions, thus simplifying the
internal interaction Hamiltonian,̂Hinternal.

2.1.2 The effect of the radio frequency field (B1)

One of the reasons for the great success of Fourier-transform (FT) NMR spectroscopy
lies in the fact, that radio frequency (RF) pulses affect the spin system in a well-defined
manner, which in turn allows for a defined manipulation of thesystem. The radio
frequency corresponds to the transition frequency betweenZeeman energy levels. For
the description of pulsed NMR, a transition into a rotating frame of reference, which
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rotates with the Larmor frequencyωL aroundB0 is convenient. AB1 field oscillating
with ωL, which is applied perpendicular to theB0 field, is static in the rotating frame.

(B )0

(B )1

Figure 2.3:The vector model showing the effect of 90◦y pulse

The appliedB1 makes the spins precess around theB1 direction. Hence, in the
rotating frame, the effect of a pulse of the lengtht is a rotation of the initialz-
magnetization in thexy-plane at the Larmor frequency. The vector diagram which
explains the effect of a 90◦y pulse is presented in Fig. 2.3. Strictly speaking, the vec-
tor model only applies to uncoupled spins, and it is only quantum mechanics which
can give complete understanding of pulsed-NMR. However, even with its limita-
tions, the vector model gives us an excellent start toward understanding RF pulses.
For a more complete description the reader is referred to a number of excellent
text books explaining quantum mechanical description in great detail, for example
[Slichter 96, Schmidt-Rohr 94].

2.1.3 Quadrupolar interaction

Nuclei with a spinI ≥ 1 exhibit a nuclear electric moment, which interacts with
the local electric field gradient generated by the surrounding electron clouds in the
molecules. Thus, a nucleus with a spin greater than 1/2 not only interacts with the
applied magnetic field and all local magnetic fields, but alsowith any electric field
gradients present at the nucleus. This interaction affectsthe nuclear spins energy lev-
els. The basic form of the quadrupole Hamiltonian describing the interaction between
a nuclear electric quadrupole moment and an electric field gradient is

ĤQ =
eQ

2I(2I −1)~
Î ·V · Î (2.8)
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for a spinI , whereV is the electric field gradient at the nucleus,Î is the nuclear spin
vector andQ is the nuclear quadrupole moment. In this thesis, in case of deuteron (2H
: I = 1) the quadrupolar splitting is around 125kHz, which is sufficiently lower than
the Larmor frequency so that thesecularapproximation is (which is a first-order per-
turbation theory) remains valid. The NMR spectra of deuteron are however dominated
by the quadrupolar interactions. Ifθ andφ are the polar orientation of theB0-field with
respect to a defined principle axis system (PAS) of the quadrupolar coupling tensor,
the quadrupolar frequency is given by

ω = ω0±δ(3cos2θ−1−ηQsin2θcos2φ) (2.9)

Here,δ = 3e2qQ
4~

, where e2qQ
~

is the quadrupole coupling constant, andω0 is the
Zeeman frequency. The quantityη is the asymmetry parameter and is usually zero
for C-D bonds, meaning that the electric field gradient tensoris axially symmetric. In
addition, an axis of the electric field gradient tensor is along the C-D bond direction.
The polar anglesθ andφ specify the orientation of the magnetic field with respect to
the principal axis system of th electric field gradient tensor. If η is taken zero, the
NMR frequency of the two transitions are given by:

ω = ω0±δ(3cos2θ−1) (2.10)

This means that the frequencies of the NMR lines depend on theangleθ that the C-
D bond makes with the external magnetic field. In the solid state, where fast motions
are absent, the orientation dependence of the quadrupolar coupling leads to the well
known Pake-pattern [Pake 48] as it is shown in Fig. 2.4.

0-d d-d/2 d/2

Figure 2.4:Pake pattern.

Molecular motion leads to a characteristic narrowing of thePake-pattern. This
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is commonly utilized in2H NMR spectroscopy, where a line shape analysis of the
motionally averaged pattern yields information on the geometry and the timescale of
dynamic processes [Macho 01].

2.1.4 Chemical shielding

Much of the chemical information in NMR spectra arises from chemical shifts due to
the local magnetic fields generated at the nucleus by the circulation of the surrounding
electrons induced by the applied field. This has lead to NMR becoming one of the
most important and powerful structure elucidation techniques especially in organic
synthesis field. If the resulting magnetic fields oppose the applied field(B0) the effect
is to shield the nucleus from it, and vice versa. The nucleus then experiences an
effective field given by

Be f f = B0(1−σ) (2.11)

whereσ, the nuclear magnetic shielding tensor and the chemical shift Hamiltonian
is given by

ĤCS= γ~Î ·σ ·B0 = γ~(Îxσxx+ Îyσyy+ Îzσzz)B0 (2.12)

Only the last (the symmetric part) of the shielding tensorσ turns out to affect the
NMR spectrum within thesecular approximation. Neglecting the antisymmetric part
of the chemical shielding tensor and transforming to its principal axis system yields
σiso(isotropic value), the anisotropy∆CS and the asymmetryηCS [Duer 04].

In rapidly tumbling liquid state, the isotropic average is observed. However, in
solids, where fast isotropic motions are absent, the orientation dependence of the
chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) generally lead to a significant broadening of res-
onance lines. The CSA depends on the orientation of the PAS with respect to the
laboratory frame. Since no CSA measurements were done in thisthesis it will not be
discussed further.

The isotropic part ofσiso is independent on the orientation of the sample with
respect to the magnetic field. It leads to a site specific correction of the Larmor fre-
quency for each nucleus in a molecule, which is called the chemical shiftδ and com-
monly given inppmof the Larmor frequency of the observed nucleus relative to the
Larmor frequency of a suitable reference compound :

δ[ppm] =
ν−νre f

νre f
·106 (2.13)
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The great advantage of theppm-scale is its independence of the strength of the
external magnetic fieldB0, which greatly simplified the comparison between spectra
measured at different spectrometers.

2.1.5 Dipole-Dipole Interaction

ij

Figure 2.5:The dipole-dipole interaction.

The presence of neighboring magnetic nuclei alters the local field and therefore
the energy of a nucleus. The dipole-dipole coupling is an anisotropic direct spin-spin
interaction through space without involving the electron clouds. It is present between
all types of spins withI > 0. Since each nuclear spin is magnetic, it generates a mag-
netic field, looping around in the surrounding space, according to the direction of the
spin magnetic moment. Then a second nuclear spin interacts with this magnetic field.
The interaction between the spins is mutual. The first nuclear spin also experiences the
field generated by the second nuclear spin. The dipole-dipole coupling may be either
intramolecular or intermolecular. In thesecularapproximation the Hamiltonian for a
homonuclear spin-pairI ,J reads as

Ĥ IJ
D,homo= −µ0~γ2

4πr3 · (3cos2θ−1)(3ÎzĴz− Î · Ĵ) (2.14)

The dipole-dipole coupling depends on both, the distance between the two spins
involved as well as the angle between the internuclear vector and theB0 field.

Since the Larmor frequencies of a heteronuclear spin pair differ significantly, the
polarization exchange tends to zero and the dipolar Hamiltonian can be reduced to

Ĥ IJ
D,hetero= −µ0~γ jγi

2πr3 · (3cos2θ−1)(ÎzĴz) (2.15)

Theγ is a characteristic value of the isotope, which is about fourtimes larger for
1H than for13C . Thus, the homonuclear1H -1H diolar coupling constant is about four
times larger than the heteronuclear1H -13C dipolar coupling constant.
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In general, motion reduces dipolar couplings. This is well known from liquids,
where all dipole-dipole couplings are averaged due to an isotropic random motion of
the molecules, which covers all possible anglesθ. This corresponds to an interaction
of the space part of the dipolar Hamiltonian over a full sphere which is zero.

But in anisotropic solids, the strong dependency on the distance of the dipolar
coupling constant gives valuable information on proximities between nuclei.

2.1.6 J-coupling

A coupling between nuclei which does not average to zero in liquids is the indirect
spin-spin coupling orJ coupling through the involvement of electrons. Indeed, im-
portant information on connectivity within a molecule is carried by the symmetrical
multiplet splittings due toJ coupling of nearby nonequivalent nuclear spins, thus pro-
viding a direct spectral manifestation of the chemical bonds. J coupling represents
the second great link between NMR and chemistry next to chemical shifts. The cor-
responding Hamiltonian of theJ coupling interaction between spins Ii and Ij on the
same molecule is

ĤJ, f ull
jk = 2πÎ j ·Jjk · Îk (2.16)

whereJjk is theJ-coupling tensor, a 3×3 real matrix. The factor of 2π appears because
theJ-coupling is conveniently quoted in units of Hz. In anisotropic liquids and solids,
the anisotropic part of theJ coupling survives, however, it is usually much smaller
than the direct dipole-dipole coupling, and is often ignored [Levitt 01].
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Figure 2.6:Magic Angle Spinning: MAS

2.2 Magic Angle spinning

In solid state NMR, generally most of the samples are powder state. Samples are
consist of many crystallites with random orientations. Thenuclear spin interactions
which affect solid-state NMR spectra such as chemical shielding, dipole-dipole cou-
pling and quadrupole coupling, are all dependent on the crystallite orientation. As a
result of this, the NMR spectrum of a powder sample contains broad lines, or pow-
der patterns, as all the different molecular orientations present in the sample give rise
to different spectral frequencies. Hence, it is necessary in solid-state NMR to apply
techniques to achieve high resolution in spectra. In solution NMR spectra, effects of
chemical shift anisotropy, dipolar coupling, quadrupolarcoupling are rarely observed.
This is because the rapid isotropic tumbling of the molecules in a solution averages
the molecular orientation dependence of the transition frequencies to zero. In the late
1950s, Andrew and Lowe introduced a technique where the sample is rapidly spun
about an axis inclined at an angle of 54.7◦ with respect to the magnetic fieldB0, so that
the orientation dependence is averaged out:(3cos2θ−1) = 0 [Andrew 58, Lowe 59].
In the case of dipole-dipole coupling this process is calleddipolar decoupling. How-
ever, complete averaging of an anisotropic interaction to zero is only achieved when
the sample is spun with a frequency much greater than the characteristic interaction
frequency. This is mechanically quite demanding. For this reason considerable effort
has been taken to achieve the highest possible MAS frequency. Currently commer-
cially available MAS hardware is capable of spinning at 70kHz utilizing 1.3mm outer
diameter rotor. According to Maricq and Waugh, linebroadening effects can be di-
vided into homogeneous and inhomogeneous ones. Inhomogeneous line broadening is
caused by the orientational dependence of anisotropic interactions, and is simply a su-
perposition of resonance lines originating from differentorientations of the molecules,
where the broadening is refocused over a rotor period. This is the case for CSA, first
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order quadrupolar couplings and dipole-dipole coupling ofisolated spin pairs. Homo-
geneous line broadening arises from dipole-dipole coupling between multiple spins.
It occurs in particular for protons, as they have high natural abundance and a high gy-
romagnetic ratio. Due to the spin-spin couplings the energylevels of single transitions
are no longer degenerate, but split into a multitude of levels that prevents the complete
refocusing of the signal after one rotor period. Since the homonuclear dipole-dipole
coupling among protons can reach up to 100kHz in solids, resolution in proton spectra
usually suffers from homogeneous line broadening even under fast MAS.

At this point it should be mentioned that there exist variousmultiple-pulse ex-
periments to reduce the linewidth in solid-state spectra. This approach was already
introduced 30 years ago by Waugh, Huber and Haeberlen [Waugh 68, Haeberlen 68].
By applying a multiple-pulse sequence (WHH-4), the dipole-dipole interactions are
decoupled through the spin part of the dipolar Hamiltonian.There have also been
several approaches combining multiple-pulse experimentswith MAS. A well known
example is the Combined Rotation And Multiple-Pulse Spectroscopy(CRAMPS) ex-
periment [Gerstein 85], applying slow MAS(2-3 kHz). However, in recent years, other
methods have been presented that are applicable at faster MAS frequencies, such
as frequency-switched and phase-modulated Lee Goldburg, DUMBO and symmetry-
based methods. More details about those pulse sequences canbe found in references
[Vinogradov 99, Vinogradov 00, Brown 01].

2.3 Multiple Quantum Coherence

aa

ab

bb

ba

SQC

DQC

ZQC

SQC

SQC

SQC

Figure 2.7: Schematic energy level diagram for a coupled two-spin system,
DQC=double-quantum coherence and ZQC=zero-quantum coherence.

A coherence in NMR describes the relationship between states of different transi-
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tions in a system. Coherences can be classified by a coherence order, p, which is an
integer taking values 0,±1,±2,±3, ... and is defined by the difference in the magnetic
quantum numbers between the two states associated with the transition,∆M. For a sin-
gle nucleus (I=1/2) only two energy levels are present and thus only one transition is
possible which changes the spin-quantum number by∆M = ±1 and is therefore called
a single-quantum coherence(SQC). For a coupled two spin system, four energy levels
result. Transitions changing the spin-quantum number by∆M = ±1 again correspond
to SQCs, while∆M = ±2 and∆M = 0, correspond to double quantum (DQC) and zero-
quantum (ZQC), respectively. If more than two nuclei are coupled, also higher order
coherences can be excited. Any coherence with the order of∆p > 1 can in principle
be termed multiple-quantum coherence (MQC). Since multiplequantum coherences
cannot be detected directly, 2D NMR spectroscopy is required to observe the evolu-
tion of multiple-quantum coherences in the indirect dimension t1. Selective excitation
of certain multiple quantum coherences has been achieved byusing appropriate phase
cycling [Marion 83, Marion 89].

Since the first multiple-quantum NMR experiments in the solid-state, many fur-
ther methods have been developed. Of particular interest are those involving the
homonuclear and heteronuclear dipolar coupling, allowingquantification of the dipo-
lar coupling constant and thus internuclear distance determination [Weitekamp 82,
Munowitz 87]. In the presence of many coupled spins, double-quantum dipolar
Hamiltonian created high multiple-quantum coherences, which are limited only by
the size of the spin system [Hughes 04]. One can therefore use this method for spin
counting and for determining cluster sizes and the dimensions of coupling networks
in solids. The experiment which is used in this work to solve proton-proton proximity
is also based on the observation of double-quantum coherences.



Chapter 3

NMR Experiments and Pulse
sequences

In this Chapter, the solid-state NMR experiments which are applied throughout this
work will be discussed. The discussion begins with the basicsingle-pulse excitation
experiment and the fundamentals of NMR signal detection. This will be followed by
the basic concepts of heteronuclear dipole-dipole decouplings techniques and cross-
polarization which represent tools that are essential for the observation of nuclei with
low natural abundance in solid state NMR. Then the echo techniques which can solve
the so-called "dead-time" problem in the solid state will be introduced. Finally after
short explanation about basic two-dimensional NMR experiments, the more specific
recoupling techniques involving the re-coupling of homo/hetero nuclear dipolar cou-
plings under fast MAS such as1H -1H DQ 2D and1H -13C REPT-HSQC experiments
will be explained.

With the aid of these multiple-pulse recoupling pulse sequences, it is possible to
solve structural as well as dynamical problems in the solid state using non-labeled
samples.1H -1H double quantum (DQ) spectra elucidate1H -1H proximities up to
about 3.5 Å, and two-dimensional1H -13C spectra benefit from the higher chemical
shift resolution of13C nuclei.

3.1 Single-pulse excitation and signal detection

The most basic experiment in FT-NMR consists of a single 90◦ pulse (Fig. 3.1).
Starting from thermal equilibrium, after applying a 90◦

x pulse the net magnetization is
flipped from thez axis to they-axis and precesses in thexy-plane with its resonance
frequency. This induces an weak oscillating voltage in the RF-coil, which is amplified

21
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RF pulse

Acquisition

Figure 3.1:The single pulse experiment

and later converted into a digital signal (ADC) that can be handled by a computer. As
ADCs are usually not fast enough and one is anyhow only interested in the response
in the rotating frame, the signal is mixed with a reference frequency (LARMOR fre-
quency) before digitization. To obtain the sign of the rotation it is necessary to also
record the phase of the induced signal. In modern NMR spectrometers this is done by
mixing the signal with two reference signals having the samefrequency but a phase
shift of 90 ◦ (so called quadrature detection ). The data points are then collected in
complex form.

3.2 1H decoupling in solid state NMR

(a) (b)

fa fb fa fb

tp tp tp tp

Figure 3.2:Heteronuclear decoupling sequences. (a) For CW-decouplingthe RF-field
is simply switched on for the whole decoupling period. (b) For TPPM decoupling
scheme the constant RF-field is replaced by a composite pulsetrain.

In a NMR experiment one can usually only observe one kind of nucleus at a time,
such as1H , 13C or15N. Historically,1H NMR was the first to be exploited widely, and
1H is still the most recorded nucleus. As a result, all nuclei which are not protons are
grouped together and called heteronuclei. When dealing withheteronucleiS in low
natural abundance, homonuclear coupling can safely be neglected. However, even
at fast MAS up to 30KHz the heteronuclear dipolar coupling between theS nuclei
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and high abundance nucleiI (usually1H ) still causes significant line broadening. To
overcome this problem various decoupling scheme have been devised and improved
[Ernst 03, Khitrin 03]. The most simple method for decoupling is continuous wave
(CW) decoupling, where a continuous rf-pulse of fixed phase is applied for the dura-
tion of the acquisition of the free induction decay (FID). Inorder to obtain sufficient
decoupling efficiency, a high rf-power is needed, which is not desirable in technical
point of view. Therefore improved high-power multiple-pulse decoupling schemes
are considered the most efficient methods for solids under fast MAS. The most widely
adopted scheme is the two-pulse phase-modulated (TPPM) decoupling sequence and
provides significant improvement in both linewidth and intensity under a wide range
of experimental conditions [Bennett 95] . It achieves s strongly reduced linewidth
as compared to CW, the reasons for which are explained in [Carravetta 00, Gan 97].
TPPM decoupling consists of two pulses each corresponding to a flip angle of about
170◦. The phase difference between the two pulse is on the order of10-50◦. Ex-
perimentally, the decoupling efficiency depends on the precise setting of these two
parameters, which have to be optimized empirically. Several variants of the TPPM de-
coupling sequence were proposed but none of them offers significant improvement in
rigid solids over a large range of experimental parameters.An alternative decoupling
scheme is the XiX (X inverse-X) sequence [Detken 02]. XiX decoupling consists of
a windowless rf irradiation with a repeat of two pulses of equal width phase-shifted
by 180◦. For crystalline samples it usually performs a little better, otherwise it is
comparable to TPPM, but more sensitive to an imperfect experimental setup.

3.3 Cross Polarization (CP)

CP

CP

Dipolar decoupling

Acquisition

I( H)
1

S( C)
13

tCP

Figure 3.3:The pulse sequence of cross polarization experiment.

Observing dilute spins such as13C and 15N presents a number of problems
including
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• The low abundance of the nuclei means that the signal-to-ratio is inevitably poor

• The relaxation times of low abundance nuclei tend to be verylong. This is
because strong homonuclear dipolar interactions which canstimulate relaxation
transitions are largely absent. The long relaxation times mean that long gaps
must be left between scans and the spectra may take a very longtime to collect
[Duer 04].

In the cross polarization (CP) method both problems can be solved by deriving the
13C polarization from the more abundant high -γ nuclei such as1H spins [Pines 72,
Pines 73]. The polarization transfer is mediated by the the dipole-dipole interaction.
Usually the flip-flop term is suppressed for heteronuclear dipole-dipole interactions. In
CP experiment it is reintroduced for a certain time (called contact time), by application
of r.f. pulses onI andS spins at the same time. The amplitude of the two contact
pulses in the cross-polarization experiment have to be carefully set so as to achieve
the Hartmann-Hahn matching condition

γHB1(
1H) = γSB1(S) (3.1)

In this simplistic approach, this sets the energy gaps between the respective rotat-
ing frame spin states of1H and S spins to be equal. This condition implies that in
their respective rotating frames of reference the protons and carbons precess at equal
rates and that the effective energies are comparable, thus allowing a rapid transfer of
magnetization.

Under MAS condition, this matching condition changes to

γHB1(
1H) = γXB1(S)±nωR (3.2)

(ωR being the spinning frequency) with maximum signal forn = ±1.

Magic angle spinning, which averages the dipolar coupling to zero, can severely
disrupt cross-polarization transfer if the spinning rate approaches the dipolar cou-
pling constants governing the cross-polarization transfer. So under MAS condition
this problem can be overcome by using a ramped-amplitude cross-polarization se-
quence (ramped-CP) [Metz 94]. In ramped-CP the amplitude of the lock pulse on
either channel is linearly increased over the contact time.This produces flat matching
profiles over a wide range of matching conditions.

For 1H - 13C CP experiments the carbon signal ideally can be enhanced up to a
factor of four. Moreover, the repetition time of the experiment is then determined by
the protonT1 and no longer governed by the long carbonT1. It should be noted that
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the efficiency of the polarization transfer depends on the local environment of the S
spins, and the spectra cannot give exact quantitative information.

3.4 Echo experiment

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.4:(a) Hahn spin echo and (b) solid echo pulse sequences.

In the solid state rapidly decaying FIDs due to the strong quadrupolar couplings,
dipole-dipole couplings and chemical shift anisotropy canbe problematic. In such
cases the signal cannot be adequately detected because of the coil not having enough
time to fully recover from the initial RF pulse. This means a significant part of a short
FIDs cannot be recorded, leading to severe phase distortions and loss of signal. An
elegant way to overcome this so called "dead-time" problem isto apply echo pulse se-
quence instead of single-pulse sequences, where to form an echo of the original signal
and detect that. This is achieved by allowing the spins to evolve for a given amount
of timeτ after the initial 90◦ excitation pulse, and then applying a suitable echo pulse.
The FIDs is then only acquired after the same timeτ after the echo pulse. The echo
pulse sequences are shown in Fig. 3.4. Depending on the type of interactions, which
should be refocused, the effective flip angle of the echo pulse needs to be different.
For interactions linear inIz (chemical shift, resonance offset and heteronuclear dipole-
dipole coupling) a 180◦ pulse is applied to generate the echo. This type of echo is
generally known as Hahn spin echo [Hahn 50]. The bilinear interactions of the same
spin species, e.g. homonuclear dipolar coupling and quadrupolar coupling are refo-
cused by a 90◦ echo pulse , which is phase shifted by 90◦ from the initial pulse. This
sequence referred to as the solid echo [Powles 63, Davis 76]. In deuteron NMR molec-
ular reorientation during the solid echo sequence cause frequency changes and lead to
characteristic line shapes from which detailed information concerning molecular mo-
tion, molecular orientation, and morphology can be provided [Spiess 81, Macho 01].
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In particular in this work, the solid echo pulse sequence is used for study of molecular
dynamics.
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3.5 Two-Dimensional experiments in general

In this section, first the general principle of two-dimensional NMR experiments will
be described. A two dimensional NMR data set is generated by introducing a sec-
ond time variable t1 in the experiment before the detection period (with time t2). A
set of FIDs is recorded with incremented t1 and after Fourier transformation in both
dimensions, the two-dimensional NMR spectrum is obtained.The principles under-
lying the generation of a two-dimensional NMR were first presented in a lecture in
1971 by Jeener [Jeener 71], although it was a number of years later that the approach
found wider application. During the 1980s the world of NMR, and consequently the
chemist’s approach to structure determination, was revolutionized by the development
of numerous two-dimensional techniques, and nowadays manyhigher-dimensionality
methods also exist [Claridge 99]. No matter what the nature of the interaction to be
mapped, all two dimensional sequences have the same basic format and can be sub-
divided into four well defined units termed the preparation,evolution, mixing and
detection periods.

Excitation Evolution(t )1 Mixing Detection(t )2

Figure 3.5:The four stages of a 2D NMR experiment.

The preparation and mixing periods typically comprise a pulse or a cluster of
pulses and/or fixed time periods, the exact details of which vary depending on the
nature of the experiment. The detection periods is entirelyanalogous to the detection
period of any one-dimensional experiment. The evolution period t1 which is inserted
into the pulse sequence between evolution and mixing periodprovides the key to the
generation of the second dimension. During the evolution the coherence of interest is
excited by one or more pulses. The resulting magnetization then evolved during t1.
It is followed by the mixing procedure and finally the acquisition time, defined as t2.
Hence, the free induction decay (FID) detected during the acquisition is a function of
both times, i.e. S(t1, t2). t1 is incremented, therefore the pulse sequence is repeated for
increasing values of t1 and for each step an FID is recorded. A double Fourier trans-
form (FT) then converts the data to 2D spectrum which is a function of two frequency
variables, S(ω1,ω2).
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.6:The idea of Jeener. (a) Stepwise increasing of the evolution time t1. (b)
Double Fourier Transform in both dimensions.
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Figure 3.7:Recoupling under fast MAS. The spin-space of the dipolar Hamiltonian is
manipulated by applyingπ pulses after half a rotor period. In this way the effective
dipole-dipole coupling is re-introduced.

3.6 The concept of recoupling under MAS

As mentioned in the previous Chapter about MAS (Chapter 2.2), by fast magic an-
gle spinning the line-broadening problem in solid state NMRcan be overcome very
effectively. However, it should be noted that the anisotropic interactions which are
removed just before by MAS contain valuable information about molecular struc-
ture and dynamics, which normally the solution state NMR cannot give. They in-
clude all orientation dependent phenomena, and especiallyfor the dipolar coupling,
distance information can be derived. Hence, removing the dipolar coupling with
magic-angle spinning to achieve proper line narrowing and reintroducing it selec-
tively while simultaneously keeping the spectral resolution are desirable. This can
be done by employing so-called recoupling techniques [Gullion 89a, Carravetta 00],
which can recover anisotropic interactions during certainparts of NMR experiments
by manipulating the spin-part of the dipolar Hamiltonian. Recoupling takes advan-
tage of the fact that MAS, as a rotation in real space, affectsonly the space part
of an interaction Hamiltonian. Conversely, the RF pulses affect only the spin part
of an interaction Hamiltonian. As shown in Fig. 3.7 rotor-synchronized radio-
frequency pulse-sequences are applied which invert the sign of the wave function
every other half rotor period. Effectively, this induces a counter-rotation in space
part and compensates for the effect of MAS and, thus, selectively re-introduce dipole-
dipole couplings during specific periods of NMR experiments. A great variety of
pulse sequences are currently available for recoupling of various NMR interactions
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[Gullion 97, Lee 95, deAzevedo 99, Dusold 00, Schnell 01, Saalwächter 02]. In this
work only the Back-to-Back pulse sequence [Feike 96, Schnell 01] which is applied in
this work very frequently for proton-proton homonuclear recoupling will be described.
The most simple and basic technique, REDOR, to illustrate the hetero nuclear recou-
pling principle will also be presented briefly in the following sections.

3.7 2D1H Double-Quantum Techniques:Back-to-Back

pulse sequence

In this work to observe proton-proton proximities the Back-to-Back pulse sequences
based on the double quantum coherence was used frequently. Two-dimensional
double-quantum (DQ) MAS spectroscopy is based on homonuclear dipole-dipole cou-
plings and provides information about through-space1H -1H proximities [Brown 07].
A 1H 2D DQ MAS spectrum is recorded in a rotor-synchronized fashion in t1, where t1
is incremented in steps of full rotor periods, t1=NτR. The creation of double-quantum
coherences (DQC) between two protons relies on the existenceof a sufficiently strong
dipole-dipole coupling between them. Since the intensity of the DQC depends on the
strength of dipole-dipole coupling, which in turn depends on the internuclear distance
ri j , it is clear that spatial proximities of protons can be directly inferred from the DQ
signals. Figure 3.8 schematically shows such a DQ spectrum.The double-quantum
dimension elucidates the1H -1H proximities in the sample. DQCs between like (AA)
spins give rise to a so-calledauto-peak, a single peak on the "DQ" diagonal of the
spectrum at (νA, (νA + νA)), referring to the position in the (SQ, DQ) dimension,
respectively. For DQCs between unlike (AB) spins two so-called cross peaks are ob-
served at (νA, (νA + νB)) and (νB, (νA + νB)). The resonance frequency of a given
DQC is simply the sum of the two SQ frequencies of the two spinsinvolved.

The Back-to-Back (BaBa) pulse sequence is used in 2D MAS experiments,
because it is very robust and suitable for fast MAS (25-70kHz), which derives its
name from the presence of Back-to-Back pulses. The sequence consists of segments
of duration half a rotor period, where an evolution period isbracketed by two 90◦

pulses, with the phases of the pulses in adjacent segments being shifted by 90◦. This
shifting of the phases achieves a negation of the spin-part of the DQ Hamiltonian,
which exactly compensates the negation of the spatial part caused by MAS. During
the excitation time, DQCs are created, which evolve during the evolution time t1
under the influence of the dipolar interactions in the sample. Since DQCs cannot be
detected directly as mentioned above, they need to be converted to SQCs during the
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n +nA B

n +nB B

n +nA A

Figure 3.8:Schematic representation of a DQ spectrum. A and B protons with dif-
ferent resonance frequencies,νA andνB, respectively. The cross-peaks refer to an A-B
proximity and the auto-peaks to A-A and B-B proximities.

reconversion time. Usually the excitation time equals the reconversion time, and both
are integer multiples of the rotor period. The easiest way toexcited DQC are twoπ2
pulses phase shifted by 180◦ (x and−x in Fig. 3.9). But for the excitation of DQC
under fast MAS, the interference with the sample rotation must be taken into account.
Consider the 90◦-τ-90◦ pulse sequence element employed in solution-state NMR
for the excitation of MQ coherence [Brown 07]. Under MAS, the excitation (and
reconversion) time is limited toτR/2, since the rotor modulation causes the action of
the pulse sequence in the second half of the rotor period to bethe time reversal of that
which occurred in the first half of the rotor period. Therefore, two additionalπ2 pulses
with 90◦ shifted phase are applied during the second half of a rotor-period (y and−y

in Fig. 3.9), effectively inverting the sign of the wave-function and, in this way, re-
coupling the DQCs. This recoupling technique can be viewed asa "counter-rotation"
in spin space compensating for the effect of MAS. The reconversion corresponds to
an inversion in time, hence the average Hamiltonian describing the reconversion has
the opposite sign than the Hamiltonian of the excitation (ˆHrec = − ˆHexc). Finally, a
suitable phase cycle must be applied to ensure the selectionof the coherence transfer
pathway depicted in Fig 3.9 and in this way guaranteeing thatsolely DQCs contribute
to the observed signal.
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Figure 3.9:Back-to-Back recoupling pulse sequence with coherence transfer pathway
below. The sinusoidal curve visualizes the rotor modulations, with the dashed line
indicating the effect of the pulse sequence.

In the limit of short recoupling times and for an isolated spin-pair, it can be shown
that the signal intensity, IDQ

i j is directly proportional to the effective dipolar coupling
constant D(i j ) squared. The intensity of a DQ signal is hence given by:

I (DQ)
i j ∝ (D(i j ))

2 · τ2
exc+ ... (3.3)

∝
τ2

exc

r6
i j

+ ... (3.4)

The dependence on the internuclear distance to the sixth power explains why
usually only proton-proton distance of < 3.5 Å can be detected. A more quantita-
tive measurement of homonuclear couplings and internuclear distances is provided
by DQ spinning sidebands patterns, which arise in the indirect dimension of the 2D
experiments as a result of rotor-encoding the dipolar interaction. While the experi-
ment mentioned above is carried out in a rotor-synchronizedfashion (∆t1 = τR), t1
now is incremented in fractions of a rotor period (∆t1 < τR), which increases the
spectral width and, in this way, gives rise to MAS spinning sideband patterns. The
details of the rotor-encoded spinning sideband pattern experiment can be found in
[Fischbach 03, Schnell 01, Saalwächter 01b, Brown 07].
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3.8 REDOR type based 2D REPT-HSQC pulse se-

quence

In this work to resolve hetero nuclear proximities (1H -13C , 1H -2H , 1H -31P),
REDOR(Rotational Echo, Double Resonance)[Gullion 89b, Gullion 89a] based rept-
HSQC [Saalwächter 01a, Saalwächter 01b] experiments are performed frequently.

Compared to homonuclear1H methods, the heteronuclear approach benefits from
the higher chemical shift resolution of mostS-nuclei. All experiments rely on the
homonuclear decoupling efficiency of very fast MAS and are based on REDOR-type
π pulse trains in order to achieve heteronclear dipolar recoupling. Before turning to the
details of REPT-HSQC experiment, REDOR-typeπ pulse trains will be described first.
The REDOR recoupling is based on 180◦ pulses spaced by half a rotor period, which
invert the sign of the Hamiltonian and thus recouple the heteronuclear dipole-dipole
interaction that would otherwise be averaged by MAS. From initial proton transverse
magnetization on theI spins, and applying the pulses on theSspins, the evolution of
theIS spin system during one REDOR segment is:

Îx
Φ2ÎzŜz−−−−→ ÎxcosΦ+2ÎyŜzsinΦ (3.5)

πŜx−−→ ÎxcosΦ−2ÎyŜzsinΦ (3.6)

Φ′2ÎzŜz−−−−→ Îx(cosΦcosΦ′ +sinΦsinΦ′)−2ÎyŜz
(

sinΦcosΦ′−cosΦsinΦ′)

Φ=−Φ′
= Îxcos2Φ−2ÎyŜzsin2Φ (3.7)

πŜy−−→ Îxcos2Φ+2ÎyŜzsin2Φ (3.8)

(3.9)

For clarity, the shorthand notationsΦ = −ΦDis|
τR
2

0 andΦ′ = −ΦDis| τR
τR
2

are used.

Comparing Eq. (3.5) with Eq. (3.9) shows that the evolution over one rotor period of
the recouplingπ pulse train can conveniently be described by an average Hamiltonian,

Ĥ is = Φ̄2ÎzŜz
1
τR

, where (3.10)

Φ̄ = 2Φ = −2ΦDis|
τR
2

0 =
Dis

ωR
2
√

2sin2βsinγ (3.11)

Consequently, the evolution over a pulse train ofN rotor periods length is given
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Figure 3.10:Pulse sequence of the REPT-HSQC experiment.

by

Îx
Ĥ isNτR−−−−→ Îxcos(NΦ̄)+2ÎyŜzsin(NΦ̄) (3.12)

Since the 180◦ pulses only lead to an inversion of the sign, they can as well be applied
on the I channel without changing the average Hamiltonian. A whole variety of
experiments were designed using the REDOR scheme that differby the nucleus from
which the recoupling process is started, the detected nucleus (either conversionalS
or inverse1H -detection), and the coherence state probed in the indirect dimension
[Fischbach 03, Saalwächter 01b]. In the following REPT-HSQC will be described.

The REcoupled Polarization Transfer-Heteronuclear SingleQuantum Correlation
(REPT-HSQC) experiment is a two dimensional experiment correlating the chemical
shifts of two different nuclei, usually1H and13C , through dipole-dipole coupling.
In this work the correlation between1H -2H , 1H -31P were probed by 2D REPT-
HSQC pulse sequences, but the basic scheme of the experimentis very similar. The
experiment is carried out under fast MAS, so normally homonuclear dipolar coupling
can be ignored and only13C -1H couplings need to be considered. REDOR recoupling
is applied to selectively recouple heteronuclear dipole-dipole coupling by creating a
single quantum coherence (SQC), which evolves during t1. It is similar to the HSQC
experiments known from solution-state NMR, apart from the fact that the latter relies
on J-coupling rather than dipole-dipole coupling. In Figure 3.10 the pulse sequence
of a REPT-HSQC experiment is shown.

The REPT-HSQC experiment, can be thought of as the heteronuclear equivalent
to the BaBa experiment. As a 2D experiment, if t1 is incremented in full rotor pe-
riods, a heteronuclear correlation (HETCOR) spectrum correlatesS nuclei chemical
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shift in the direct dimension withI chemical shift in the indirect dimension. In order
to understand the interactions probed during t1, the dependence of theSspin detected
signal with respect to t1 for this experiment needs to be considered. During the t1

period the antiphase coherenceÎxŜz, created by the excitationπ pulse-train, evolves
under the influence of chemical shift and dipolar couplings.At the end of t1, two
90◦ pulses are applied on both channels to transfer the magnetization to theS spin
by interchanging transverse and longitudinal spin states betweenI andSspins. After
the second recoupling period, where pulses now are applied on theS channel using
again the central pulse on theI spin to refocus the CS evolution, the signal is ac-
quired on theS channel. The intensity of the correlation peaks being determined by
the strength of the underlying dipolar coupling and the number of recoupling cycles
nexc/rec. Due to the mediating interaction being the through-space dipolar interaction,
the correlation seen is not limited to directly bound1H -S spin pairs only, as would
be the case if J-coupling mechanism was used. This leads to the possibility of prob-
ing strong dipolar interactions with short recoupling times, and weaker interactions
with longer recoupling times. Typically at short recoupling times ofτexc= 1·τR, only
directly bound spin pairs are observed, the resulting spectra being useful for spectral
assignment purposes, however, at extended recoupling times correlation between long
range non-bound heteronuclear spin-pairs may be observed.This can provide valuable
information regarding the supramolecular structure.
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Chapter 4

Barbituric acid derivatives

4.1 Introduction

Artificial chromophoric receptors for biologically activemolecules have attracted con-
siderable attention from the viewpoint of molecular recognition [Demeunynck 03,
Silva 97, Sando 04, Okamoto 05, Thompson 05]. In particular, interactions medi-
ated by hydrogen-bonding play an important role in both chemical and biological
systems [Paulini 05]. Barbiturates are important members of the pyrimidine fam-
ily, and show very selective affinities at binding adenine orits derivatives thereby
yielding strongly hydrogen-bonded complexes [Kyogoku 68, Voet 72]. However,
the observed biological activity of barbiturates is mainlyattributed to tautomerism,
acid-base equilibria, and to the nature of their substituents [Zuccarello 03]. Re-
cently, it has been shown that related Merocyanine dyes containing the barbituric
acid moiety as an electron withdrawing group create new self-assembled structures
[Bohanon 95, Bohanon 99], or are effective sensitizers with interesting photophys-
ical properties [Würthner 03, Würthner 04]. More importantly, such dyes exhibit
hydrogen-bonding patterns with an ADA sequence (A = hydrogen bond acceptor site,
D = hydrogen bond donor site) suitable for selective bindingto bases offering a com-
plementary DAD pattern.

In this contribution, the solid state structures of a new enolizable chromophor1-n-
butyl-5-(4-nitrophenyl)-barbituric acid (NiBu) that features adjustable hydrogen-
bonding properties and its corresponding assemblies with three different bases are
investigated by advanced solid state NMR experiments whichare described in the
previous chapter. The corresponding bases areProton Sponge (PS), adenine-mimetic
bases2,6-diaminopyridine (DAP), and2,6-diacetamidopyridine (DAC)in the order
of basicity. The prototropic tautomerism ofNiBu facilitates an adjustment to comple-
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Figure 4.1: Keto-Enol tautomerism of NiBu. Two different enol forms with either
vicinal or opposed OH and NH protons are possible

mentary bases containing a DDA or ADA sequences.(Fig. 4.1)

The switching between the two principle tautomeric forms ofNiBu (keto1/keto2
or enol1/enol2, cf. Fig. 4.1) is associated with dramatic changes in the extent
of π-conjugation: the enol-substituent contributes to a push-pull system due to the
para-conjugation with the nitro group, while the keto-substituent belongs to a com-
mon nitro-substituted aromatic system. Thus, externally induced formation of the
enol1 or enol2 form should cause a significant bathochromic shift in the UV/Vis
spectrum. In contrast to the established Merocyanine dyes,the enolizable barbi-
turic acid serves as a +M-substituent, which is of importance for the construction
of chromophoric probes relating to this type of compounds that are still not estab-
lished for probing molecular recognition. However, the possible occurrence of both
tautomeric forms as well as molecular adducts complicates aclear assignment of ob-
served UV/Vis absorption spectra to a well-defined molecular structure. Therefore, to
identify whether mere salt formation occurs or rather genuine supramolecular com-
plexes are built, solid-state NMR experiments are required. Moreover, since in most
cases except for pureNiBu single-crystals suitable for X-ray analysis could not be
obtained, the information derived from solid-state NMR experiments which in recent
years has shown to be a versatile and powerful tool for the characterization of ma-
terials [Brown 01, Eckert 05, Benedicte 06, Benedicte 05, Lesage 01] are more cru-
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cial. Generally in solid state NMR, acquiring mere1H-NMR spectra may not be
successful since the proton resolution is not always sufficient even under fast magic
angle spinning (≈ 30kHz). But in case of hydrogen-bonded chemical systems like
barbituric acid derivatives, information about hydrogen-bonding in the solids can be
obtained by1H magic-angle spinning (MAS) NMR and 2D1H-1H dipolar double-
quantum (DQ) techniques [Pawsey 03, Densmore 05, Alam 07], because protons in-
volved in hydrogen-bonded structures typically appear mainly between 8 and 20ppm
being well-separated from other protons. Also the sensitivity of the 1H chemical shift
to hydrogen bonding [Wasserfallen 05, Brown 00] makes1H solid state NMR ideally
suited to follow changes of the hydrogen bond arrangements.
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Figure 4.2:The structures of corresponding bases

In this chapter, the structure ofNiBu will be discussed first. In the following
further studies about the structures ofNiBu complexes with different type of bases
mentioned above will be presented. In Figure 4.2 the structure of each base are
shown. While investigating theNiBu system, two reference compounds are used
to support the given interpretation of the respective solidstate NMR results. Those
are1-n-butyl-5-phenyl-barbituric acid (Bu) and 1,3-dimethyl-5-(4-nitrophenyl)-
barbituric acid (NiDMe) which have slightly modified structures fromNiBu.
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4.2 1-n-butyl-5-phenyl barbituric acid(Bu)

Before exploring the solid state structure of the new enolizable chromophor1-n-butyl-
5-(4-nitrophenyl)-barbituric acid (NiBu) , the starting materialn-butyl-phenyl-
barbituric acid (Bu) is considered first.
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Figure 4.3:(a) 1H-MAS and (b)13C-CP MAS of Bu. (c) the solid state structure of Bu.

The 1H MAS NMR spectrum ofBu (Fig. 4.3(a)) exhibits only one hydrogen
bonded proton at 11.17ppm, which highly implies thatBu is present in keto form in
the solid state. Indeed, a methine carbon resonance at 55.4ppm in the corresponding
13C -CPMAS spectrum (Fig. 4.3(b)) clearly confirms the keto form.

To further study the hydrogen bonding network withinBu, 1H DQ MAS NMR
spectra which are particularly suited to identify specific proton-proton contacts were
acquired. By simple inspection of the observed peaks or oftenmore importantly,
which are absent, much insight is obtained into proton-proton proximities. The re-
liability of such a semi-quantitative approach has been clearly demonstrated for cases
where an X-ray single crystal structure is available to corroborate the proton-proton
proximities extracted from1H DQ MAS spectra. The1H DQ MAS spectrum ofBu is
shown in Fig. 4.4. Recalling Chapter 3.7 (2D1H Double-Quantum Techniques:Back-
to-Back pulse sequence), in the DQ dimension, resonances arepresent at the sum
of the single-quantum (SQ) frequencies of the two involved protons. While DQCs
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Figure 4.4:(a) 1H DQ MAS of Bu. The colored peak is an NH-NH auto-correlation
peak. (b) Dimer structure of Bu.

between protons with identical chemical shifts yield so-called auto-peaks along the
diagonal, the DQCs between protons with different SQ chemical shift result in a pair
of cross-peaks symmetrically arranged on either side of thediagonal. The intensity
of each peak observed is proportional to both the number of proton pairs giving rise
to DQCs, their distance (∝1/ri j 6) as well as the efficiency of DQ excitation and re-
conversion, with the latter depending strongly on the strength of the effective dipolar
coupling.

The strong NH-NH auto correlation peak observed at 11.17+11.17=22.34 ppm
in the double quantum dimension (F1) in1H DQ MAS spectrum clearly provides
evidence for a dimeric hydrogen-bonded structure ofBu in Fig. 4.4(b).
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4.3 1-n-butyl-5-(4-nitrophenyl)-barbituric acid(NiBu)

Based on the result derived fromBu, the solid state structure ofNiBu is investigated.
First the result of monomer structure ofNiBu will be presented. This will be followed
by the discussion of dimeric structure ofNiBu.

4.3.1 Monomer Structure of NiBu

OH,NH

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.5:(a)1H-MAS and (b)13C-CPMAS of NiBu

An inspection of the1H MAS NMR spectrum ofNiBu reveals two high-frequency
shifted protons at 11.02ppm and 10.60 ppm reflecting that these protons are indeed in-
volved in hydrogen-bonding. Moreover, the lack of a methinecarbon around 55ppm
(characteristic feature of the keto form) and the appearance of a new peak at 93.53ppm
(which is assigned to carbon-7 in Fig. 4.7) unambiguously confirms an enol type struc-
ture forNiBu. Since in solution a rapid equilibration between both the keto and enol
forms ofNiBu occurs, it is important to distinguish the two possible enolstructures in
the solid-state (Fig. 4.1). However,enol1 andenol2 cannot be distinguished via13C
chemical shift assignment.

In the case ofenol1, the vicinal NH and OH protons form a spin pair that could
be probed by1H DQ MAS NMR spectroscopy whereas in theenol2 structure the ex-
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changeable protons are opposite to each other. The presenceof a strong (NH-OH)-DQ
contact peak observed in the1H DQ MAS NMR spectrum ofNiBu at the 1tR (one
rotor period) (in Fig. 4.6) highly implies that it is originating from intra-molecular
interactions, which strongly endorses anenol1-type structure ofNiBu. At 1tR recou-
pling time, distances within 3.5 Å can commonly be detected.
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Figure 4.6:1H DQ MAS spectrum of NiBu on 850MHz NMR. The colored peak is a
strong DQ contact between NH–OH protons.

Just for the comparison, the1H DQ MAS spectra recored in different field
(500MHz vs. 850MHz) are shown in Figure 4.7. Generally, sensitivity and resolu-
tion of the observed NMR signal is strongly enhanced by high magnetic fields. This
is nicely demonstrated by the comparison of1H DQ MAS spectra ofNiBu measured
on 500 MHz and 850 MHz machines. Clearly, the two different protons (NH and OH)
arenot resolved at 500 MHz, which might lead to misunderstanding ofthe properties
of material. In contrast, the state-of-the art 850 MHz NMR allows for an unambigu-
ous assignment of the two different chemical shifts of -OH and -NH protons thereby
yielding a strong correlation peak in the1H DQ MAS spectrum that reveals valuable
structural details (enol1).

More quantitative insight into distances may be obtained from 1H DQ MAS spin-
ning sideband pattern obtained for the NH resonance ofNiBu with recoupling time
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(a) (b)
NH, OH NH, OH

Figure 4.7: Comparison of1H DQ MAS spectra of NiBu on (a)850MHz and
(b)500MHz NMR.

τrcpl equal to 1tR period at a spinning speed of 30 kHz. An inspection of the spectra
in Fig. 4.9 reveals the existence of spinning sidebands due to all three different DQCs
- note that the DQ peak for the NH-OH pair is at the first-to-right position. The best fit
for the1H DQ side bands pattern of the NH-OH DQ peak gives a dipole-dipole cou-
pling of D≈6.3 kHz, which corresponds to an distance between NH and OH protons
rNH−OH=0.27nm, a rather typical value of for vicinal protons.
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Figure 4.8:13C chemical shift assignments of NiBu
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Figure 4.9:Sideband pattern of NiBu recorded under MAS at 30kHz (red line: exper-
imental, blue line : calculated).
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4.3.2 Dimer structure of NiBu

Once provedenol1 type structure, further investigation about hydrogen bonding net-
work of NiBu is performed. Insighted by the result fromBu dimer, it is assumed that
NiBu adopts a rather similar dimeric structure, where the NH-NH hydrogen bonding
is still maintained forNiBu. Additional hydrogen bonding may be present because
NiBu is enol form having one more hydrogen bonding site. However,due to severe
signal overlap of the OH and NH proton resonances in1H DQ spectrum (Fig.4.6)
shown above, possible aggregation ofNiBu cannot be addressed directly.

The development of heteronuclear correlation techniques for fast MAS NMR
opened the possibility to acquire1H-13C heteronuclear correlation spectra, which
greatly benefit from the enhanced resolution in the13C spectra, and therefore, al-
low for the determination of solid state packing effects present in the sample. In
1H-13C REPT-HSQC spectrum ofNiBu, especially interesting region, 140-170ppm
in 13C-dimension, is zoomed (Fig. 4.10). All three quaternary carbons show cross
peaks with hydrogen bonded protons in the F1 dimension. The relatively strong two
peaks of carbon 8 and 5 are presumably intra-molecular contacts, (i.e -OH with car-
bon 8, -NH with carbon 5, 8). The relatively weak signal at carbon 6 is attributed
to long-range correlation. The latter, however may originate from either intra- and
inter- molecular interactions, rendering it difficult to derive unambiguous details of
the hydrogen bonding network based on1H -13C REPT-HSQC spectrum.
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MAS at 30kHz andτrcpl=4τR.
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4.3.3 Deuterated NiBu

As mentioned above, it is assumed that due to the severe signal overlap of the OH
and NH protons resonances, the possible aggregation ofNiBu cannot be addressed di-
rectly. Hence, part deuteration of two exchangeable protons thereby reducing line
broadening due to1H -1H homonuclear dipolar coupling is performed. Indeed,
the use of deuteration to increase the1H resolution is becoming increasingly im-
portant in solid-state NMR studies of peptides and proteins[Zhou 06, Paulson 03,
Morcombe 05]. For NiBu, deuteration is attempted from D2O at first. The corre-
sponding1H-MAS spectrum is expected to exhibit narrower lines for theexchange-
able protons due to reduced homodipolar broadening. Instead, the1H-MAS spectrum
shows two resonances well-separated at 13.0 ppm and 11.2 ppm.(Fig. 4.11(b))

*

*

(d)

(c)

(b)

(a)

13.0ppm

11.2ppm

Figure 4.11:Comparisons of1H -MAS spectra of (a) pure NiBu (b) deut-NiBu from
D2O (c) deut-NiBu from MeOD (d) air-exposed NiBu

At first sight this observation may be attributed to an isotopic effect but rather in-
dicates a mere change of the hydrogen-bonding network, withthe peak at 13.0ppm
tentatively assigned to the -OH protons. The same peak is observed for air-exposed
NiBu even though the intensity is weaker.(On purposeNiBu is exposed to air for sev-
eral weeks.) (Fig. 4.11(d)) From this, the observation of the well-separated resonances
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Figure 4.12:(a) 1H -MAS spectrum of pure NiBu (b)2H -MAS spectrum of deut-NiBu
from D2O (c) 2H -MAS spectrum of deut-NiBu from MeOD

peaks at 13.0 ppm and 11.2 ppm for deuteratedNiBu from D2O is clearly due to the
water molecule effect on hydrogen bonding network. To checkwhether it is truly
water effect, the deuteration is performed in different solvent, MeOD. Interestingly
for part-deuteratedNiBu from MeOD the new peak at 13.0ppm is not observed (Fig.
4.11(c)). From Figure 4.11, summarizing all the observation above, it is evident that
while deuteration water molecule is involved the hydrogen network system and this
water molecule cannot be removed easily. In Figure 4.12 the comparisons among2H
spectra of deuterated-NiBu from different solvents and1H-MAS spectrum ofNiBu
are shown. However, the resolution of2H peak is not sufficient to distinguish ND and
OD resonance peaks.

Summarizing all the result above, it is obvious that the water molecule has influ-
ences on hydrogen bonding network system ofNiBu during the deuteration, however
up to now not so detailed information can be obtained. It should be noted that in se-
lecting deuterating solvent, the keto-enol tautomerizm should be considered for the
NiBu system. The13C -CPMAS of deuteratedNiBu from D2O clearly proves enol
form although there are line-broadenings in the aromatic carbon region for deuterated
NiBu (Fig. 4.13(a)). Further investigation about this aspect isneeded. However in the
present study it is not discussed any more.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.13:Comparison of13C -CPMAS spectra of (a) deut-NiBu from D2O (a) pure
NiBu.

4.3.4 2D NMR of deuterated NiBu and X-ray structure

Assigning the peak at 13.0 ppm for deuterated-NiBu from D2O as -OH proton and
11.2 ppm as -NH proton,1H 2D DQ MAS and1H -13C REPT-HSQC experiments
were performed. First the observation of possible auto correlation contacts of NH-NH
protons in1H DQ MAS spectrum suggests the dimeric structure of deuterated-NiBu as
shown in Fig. 4.14(a). Moreover, from the1H -13C REPT-HSQC spectrum, possible
hydrogen bonding network structure might be derived.

In the1H -13C REPT-HSQC spectrum given in Fig. 4.14(b), the interesting region
140-170ppm in13C -dimension (F2) is highlighted. Here, the NH and OH protons
show three correlation peaks : NH proton shows cross peak with carbon-5 and carbon-
8, OH proton shows cross peak with carbon-6 and carbon-8.

Most importantly, the OH proton shows a cross peak only with carbon-6 and not
with carbon-5, which highly suggests that it is related withinter molecular interac-
tions. Based on symmetry considerations, carbon-5 and carbon-6 are located at similar
distances from the -OH proton. Therefore, it is assumed thatthe cross peak between
carbon-6 and -OH proton is not intra-molecular interaction, but rather it reflects hy-
drogen bonding between dimers ofNiBu as shown in Fig. 4.14(c).

Additional structural information has been obtained by single-crystal X-ray anal-
ysis (recrystallization from diethyl ether), where the available NMR data greatly sim-
plified the structure refinement. It was found thatNiBu recrystallizes with two in-
dependent molecules in the asymmetric unit, which differ inthe conformation of the
n-butyl side groups. In one of the two molecules, then-butyl group is disordered,
i.e. it occupies two distinct orientations populated by about 50 percent. Two indepen-
dent molecules ofNiBu are linked together by symmetric and strong hydrogen bonds
between the C=O and NH groups of the barbituric acid moieties.Each molecule
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Figure 4.14: (a) 1H DQ MAS NMR spectrum of and partly deuterated NiBu from
D2O and corresponding dimeric structure.(indicating possible auto-correlation peak
among the NH protons.) (b)1H -13C REPT-HSQC spectrum of partly deuterated NiBu
from D2O. The presence of various intermolecular1H -13C contact peaks between
both C=O and OH groups confirm the stacked arrangement of the dimeric units in
partly deuterated NiBu from D2O. (c) suggested hydrogen bonding network system of
partly deuterated NiBu from D2O.
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Figure 4.15:The molecular structure of dimeric NiBu and its packing. Eachdimer
is surrounded by symmetry-produced neighboring moleculesalong the main axis.
The dotted lines emphasize the hydrogen bonds that stabilize the structure, e.g. :
N-H—O=C (d=1.97(0) Å, D=2.798(0) Å,θ=165.(9)◦ ; d=1.95(9) Å, D=2.842(2)Å
θ=169.(0)◦) ; C=O—HO (d=1.67(7)Å, D=2.56(0) Å,θ=164.(2) ◦) ; NO2—NH
(D=3.05(2)Å.). The N—O and O—O distances (D) are obtained from single-crystal
X-ray data, while the hydrogen atoms were refined with respect toknown geome-
tries using SHELXS86 software yielding hydrogen bond lengths). Done by Volker
Enkelmann.

is involved in additional hydrogen bonds between C=O and OH groups stabilizing
the stacked arrangement of the dimeric units (Fig. 4.15). Searching the Cambridge
Structural Database (CSD)[Allen 02] for barbiturates reveals that the majority of com-
pounds form centrosymmetric dimers that are stabilized by hydrogen bonds. However,
the disorder of the alkyl chains ofNiBu prevents centrosymmetry. Notably, the occur-
rence of this disorder depends of the recrystallization (e.g. on the polarity of the sol-
vent used). After slow recrystallization from diethyl ether, NiBu showed substantially
less disordered alkyl chains, while recrystallization from acetone yielded a perfectly
centro-symmetric structure with ordered alkyl chains (data not shown).

Recalling the dimeric structure of deuteratedNiBu from D2O suggested by1H
-13C REPT-HSQC experiment, the dimeric structure from X-ray result is consistent.
However, up to now the water molecule effect is not clearly explainable as mentioned
in the previous section, which needs further study about that.
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4.4 NiBu + 2,6-diacetamidopyridine(DAC) complex

On the basis of the information obtained about the pureNiBu structure, the solid state
structure of several complexes withNiBu will be described. FirstNiBu is treated with
an equimolar amount of2,6-diacetamidopyridine (DAC) offering a complementary
hydrogen-bonding pattern.

The1H-MAS and13C-CPMAS spectra ofDAC are shown in Fig. 4.16.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.16:(a)1H -MAS and (b)13C -CPMAS spectra of DAC

The two -NH protons ofDAC appear at 9.22ppm and 10.44ppm separately. More-
over, both of the carbonyl carbon and methyl carbon ofDAC show two different res-
onances, which is possibly due to solid state packing effects.

The corresponding solid-state UV/Vis spectrum ofNiBu+DAC exhibits two ab-
sorption band at 414nm and 334nm, respectively (Fig. 4.17(a)). Since the latter indi-
cates self-aggregatedNiBu, it is noted that the complexation is incomplete. In other
words, a substantial fraction of self-aggregatedNiBu indicates that the hydrogen-
bonded dimer ofenol1-type is fairly stable. The position and intensity of the UV/Vis
absorption maximum at 414nm, strongly supports a complexedenol-type structure of
NiBu. The hydrogen bond between one of the NH proton ofDAC and the enol oxygen
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Figure 4.17:The solid-state UV/Vis spectra (a) and DSC thermograms (b) of the com-
plex NiBu+DAC in comparison with the starting compounds. In the UV/Vis spectrum,
the self-aggregated enol1-type structure absorbs at 334 nm, whereas the complexed
enol shows an absorption maximum at 414 nm. The DSC trace exhibits two endother-
mic transitions of unbound NiBu at approximately 110◦C and at 121◦C , respectively.
The weaker transition at 132◦C is attributed to the melting process of the complex that
is affected by the presence of unbound DAC. Done by Ina Bolz.
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decreases the +M-effect of the barbiturate, which is indicated by a hypsochromic shift
(∆λ=6 nm) of the UV/Vis absorption band ofNiBu in contrast to dynamic solution-
state UV/Vis studies.
In good agreement with the UV/Vis spectrum, the DSC trace of the compound
NiBu+DAC shows three endothermic peaks as well as a broad exothermic peak (Fig.
4.17(b)). Both, the small shoulder at about 110◦C and the first endothermic peak at
121◦C are attributed to self-aggregatedNiBu, while the second endothermic transi-
tion at 132◦C may result from an eutectic behavior of the complexNiBu+DAC . In
contrast, the third transition at 154◦C reflects unboundDAC that is affected by the
presence of the complex. Finally, the broad exothermic peakat 254◦C indicates the
decomposition ofNiBu. Based on the UV/Vis and DSC result the possible complex
structure is suggested. It is assumed that the instability of NiBu+DAC system is due
to the repulsion of the OH proton of NiBu from the NH proton ofDAC changing the
local electron density on the enol oxygen.

With DAC, the1H MAS NMR spectrum of this complex exhibits three exchange-
able proton sites at 16.3 ppm, 12.3 ppm, and 10.3 ppm, respectively. Considering
the signal intensities, it appears that the resonance at 10.3 ppm contains two protons.
Since the two NH protons in pureDAC resonate at 9.2 ppm and 10.4 ppm, it is as-
sumed that the NH proton ofNiBu and one of the NH protons ofDAC overlap at
about 10.3 ppm. Notably, in the complexNiBu+DAC , the OH proton resonance of
NiBu is substantially 5 ppm downfield shifted compared to pureNiBu, reflecting that
this proton is involved in hydrogen-bonding. However, the complex shows a dynamic
structural fluctuation in the solid-state, as evidenced in the time-dependent1H MAS
spectra, where two additional exchangeable protons sites appear over a time period of
10 days (Fig. 4.18). So due to the instability ofNiBu+DAC system, solid state NMR
experiment cannot support the idea suggested by UV/Vis and DSC works. Moreover if
NiBu+DAC system is composed of several possible aggregation which showing sim-
ilar chemical shift values it is very difficult to distinguish each of them. The homonu-
clear dipolar1H DQ MAS NMR spectrum ofNiBu+DAC (freshly prepared complex)
shows several cross-correlation peak in hydrogen bonding region (Fig. 4.19). Based
on the observation of highly shifted -OH proton chemical shift, it can be simply hy-
pothesized that the -OH proton might be trapped byDAC base and make hydrogen
bonding one of the NH protons ofDAC.
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Figure 4.18:Time-dependent1H MAS NMR spectra of the complex NiBu+DAC. After
10 days and 20 days, two additional exchangeable protons are observed at 9.3 ppm
and 14.2 ppm. It is assumed that the repulsion between the OH proton of NiBu and
the NH proton of DAC changes the electron density on the enol oxygen resulting in an
oxonium structure.
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Figure 4.19:1H DQ MAS of NiBu+DAC
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4.5 NiBu + 2,6-diaminopyridine(DAP) complex

In the following, NiBu is reacted with2,6-diaminopyridine (DAP) at a 1:1 ratio.
DAP also offers a complementary hydrogen-bonding pattern but it is a considerably
stronger base thanDAC due to the much larger electron donating effect of the NH2

group in comparison to the amide function ofDAC [Kaljurand 05, Yu 99] . The solid
state1H MAS and13C CPMAS spectra of pureDAP are shown in Fig. 4.20.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.20:(a) 1H-MAS and (b)13C -CPMAS spectra of DAP

SinceDAP is a stronger base thanDAC (The pKa values of used bases in this
study are shown in Table 4.1) it is anticipated that theDAP will trap the -OH proton(
-OH is more acidic than -NH) ofNiBu, while forming a hydrogen-bonded complex
of NiBu+DAP.

However, the corresponding solid state NMR results reveal arather different sit-
uation: the1H MAS NMR spectrum ofNiBu+DAP displays exchangeable protons
at 11-12ppm, but the resolution is not sufficient to detect how many protons exist in
that region. However,1H 2D DQ spectrum displays two exchangeable protons at 11.8
ppm and 12.4 ppm, respectively (Fig. 4.21). Based on the presence of a strong auto-
correlation peak at 11.8+11.8=23.6ppm in double quantum dimension (F1) in 1H DQ
MAS spectrum ofNiBu+DAP, the resonance at 11.8 ppm was assigned to the NH
proton of the barbiturate. In addition, the lack of an unambiguous (NH-OH) cross
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pKa values in CH3CN pKa values in H2O

NiBu+DAC - 3.86a

NiBu+DAP 14.77 6.00

NiBu+PS 18.62 12.10

Table 4.1: Comparison of the pKa values of the conjugated acids of the used
bases DAC, DAP, and PS. (a) calculated using Advanced Chemistry Development
(ACD/Labs) Software V8.14 for Solaris. Done by Ina Bolz.

peak most likely results from salt formation due to proton transfer reaction yielding
a DAP-trapped proton which is observed at 12.4 ppm in single-quantum dimension
(Fig. 4.21). This trapped proton also reveals itself by the presence of a weak cross
peak with the NH2 protons ofDAP. However, in liquid-state1H NMR titration ex-
periments [Bolz 06], a DAP-trapped proton is observed at 11 ppm. Therefore, it can
be concluded that packing effects in the solid-state may strengthen hydrogen bonds.
Furthermore, the (NH-NH) auto-correlation peak reveals the persistence of a dimeric
structure of the enolate anion.

The suggested complex structure ofNiBu+DAP system becomes more evident
supported by model compoundBu. The structure ofBu is already shown in sec-
tion 4.1. The1H DQ MAS spectrum ofBu+DAP is similar to that ofNiBu+DAP.
Moreover, in the1H DQ MAS spectrum ofBu+DAP nicely resolved auto correlation
peak (NH-NH) is observed (Fig. 4.22). In the view point of solid state NMR work,
Bu+DAP shows better resolution thanNiBu+DAP and it can be anticipated that the
complex structures are nearly same. The -NO2 group does not have big influence
on arranging the complex structure. It should be emphasizedthat in all cases where
NiBu is reacted with the adenine-mimetic basesDAC andDAP, respectively, only
partial complexation or salt formation is observed as shownby both UV/Vis spec-
troscopy as well as DSC analyses. Rather, a substantial fraction of self-aggregated
NiBu is retained indicating that the hydrogen-bonded dimer ofenol1-type NiBu is
fairly stable. However, in the solid state NMR, the observation of enol type NiBu is
difficult for majorly resolution problem and sensitivity problem.

It is evident that the cross peaks between the H+ and the aromatic protons and
the aliphatic protons are missing at the aliphatic SQ frequency. This phenomenon is
commonly observed for cross peaks to alkyl chain protons.
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Figure 4.23:1H-MAS and13C -CPMAS of PS

4.6 NiBu + Proton Sponge(PS) complex

Complex formation can be enforced upon addition of the so-called Proton
Sponge(PS: 1,8-bis(dimethylamino)-naphthalene). Proton sponge shows both
high thermodynamic basicity and slow intermolecular proton transfer kinetics
[Llamas-Saiz 94, Alder 89, Staab 88], and thus, facilitate complete deprotonation of
NiBu. The structure ofPS and it’s 1H and 13C-CPMAS spectra are shown in Fig.
4.23.

Indeed, the1H-MAS NMR spectrum ofNiBu+PS exhibits a high-frequency
shifted resonance at 18.0 ppm that is not observed for both pure PS or NiBu and
which is much more highly shifted thanDAP case.

It reflects a chelated proton resulting from the acid-base reaction ofPS and the
acidic OH proton ofNiBu while the NH proton peak at 10.5 ppm is maintained.
This assignment is backed-up byab initio DFT chemical shift calculations, where
the chemical shifts of both the chelated proton and the NH proton of the enolate anion
are computed at 19.0 ppm and 9.9 ppm, respectively. The homonuclear dipolar1H
DQ MAS NMR spectrum ofNiBu+PS is shown in Fig. 4.24. The strong (NH-NH)
auto-correlation peak proves the dimeric structure of the enolate anion ofNiBu in the
same way as forNiBu+DAP. Further support for this complex structure stems from
the1H -13C REPT-HSQC spectrum, where the chelated proton shows cross peaks with
several carbons ofPSbut no interaction withNiBu. (Fig. 4.25). Taken together, this
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demonstrates that the dimeric unit inNiBu is not affected by the presence of the pro-
ton sponge and the -H+ proton is strongly associated withPS. Indeed, this behavior
is quite expected sincePSdoes not possess a molecular recognition sequence suitable
for selective binding to an ADA sequence offered by the enolate anion.
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Figure 4.25:Two-dimensional1H -13C REPT-HSQC spectrum of NiBu+PS obtained
under MAS at 30kHz andτrcpl=4τR.
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4.7 NiBu+PS+DAC complex

Adding the adenine-mimetic base2,6-diacetamidopyridine (DAC) to the system
NiBu+PS, we offer a complementary hydrogen-bonding pattern to the enolate anion
of NiBu, which should allow for complex formation as suggested fromliquid-state1H
NMR titration data [Bolz 06]. Three different exchangeable proton sites are resolved
at 19.0 ppm (chelated proton), 11.6 and 10.0 ppm in the solid-state1H MAS NMR
spectrum of the mixtureNiBu+PS+DAC.

The resonance at 10.0 ppm contains two NH protons, the NH proton of the eno-
late anion ofNiBu and one of the NH protons ofDAC. Again, the formation of the
enolate anion ofNiBu in the presence ofPS is evidenced by a strong DQ cross-peak
between the chelated proton at 19.0 ppm and the methyl protons of PSat 2.6 ppm in
the corresponding1H DQ MAS NMR spectrum (Fig. 4.26).

Most importantly, the cross-peak between -NH proton ofDAC and -NH ofNiBu
was observed, which highly implies that the former dimer of the enolate anions like
in NiBu+PS is broken and, rather, suggests the formation of an enolateNiBu+DAC
complex fulfilling the complementary hydrogen-bonding pattern.

This assumption is supported by anab initio chemical shift calculation using an
optimized geometry of the enolateNiBu+DAC complex (Fig. 4.27). The computation
yielded chemical shifts of 12.1 ppm (NH proton ofDAC), 12.9 ppm (NH’ proton of
DAC), and 12.2 ppm (NH ofNiBu) indicating moderate hydrogen-bonding strengths.
Summarizing all the observation (liquid state1H NMR titration [Bolz 06], solid state
1H DQ MAS experiment, DFT calculation), the new complex structure is suggested
like in Fig. 4.26(b).

With the aid of1H -13C REPT-HSQC experiment (Fig. 4.28), clear1H and13C
chemical shift assignments were possible. The strong signal for the peaks at 168-172
ppm in F2 dimension (13C dimension) can be assigned due to the strong intramolecular
interaction between -NH protons and carbonyl carbons ofDAC, which confirms the
two different -NH proton sites. However, based on the suggested complex structure
of NiBu+PS+DAC, the peak at 172ppm in F2 dimension might contain the inter-
molecular contact between -NH proton ofNiBu and carbonyl carbon 1 ofDAC (Fig.
4.28). The carbon 6 and 8 ofNiBu and carbon 3 ofDAC, carbon 5 ofNiBu show
cross peaks ranging broad region in1H dimension (Fig. 4.28).

The resulting cross peak between -NH protons ofDAC and -NH of enolate is more
clearly seen in the1H DQ MAS spectrum ofBu+PS+DAC. To derive solid state NMR
result more clearly,Bu system is again employed for comparison withNiBu. Before
investigatingBu+PS+DAC system,Bu+PS is measured first to confirm thatBu is
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Figure 4.27:The optimized structure of enolate NiBu+DAC complex using the ADF
program and BLYP/TZ2P level of theory. The computed distances are: N-H—
O=C (d=1.83(8) Å, D=2.86(4) Å; d=1.86(2) Å, D=2.88(6) Å; N-H—N (d=2.02(6)
Å, D=3.05(6) Å) Done by G.Brunklaus

present in enolate form only withPS. Regardless of -NO2 functional group, again in
solid state NMR result,Bu is enolate form and shows same result withNiBu+PS. The
1H spectrum ofBu+PS+DAC looks very similar to that ofNiBu+PS+DAC. It shows
two exchangeable protons at 10.4ppm and 11.5ppm.(except the PS trapped hydrogen
at 18ppm). However, the relative intensity of these two peaks is 2:1 ratio.( In case
of NiBu+PS+DAC, it is 1:2 ratio). So inBu case the peak at 11.5 ppm is assigned
to NH(NiBu) and NH(DAC). The peak at 10.5ppm is assigned to the other -NH of
DAC. In Fig. 4.29 the comparison of the1H spectra ofNiBu andBu system is shown.
In 1H 2D DQ spectrum ofBu+PS+DAC (Fig. 4.30), clearly the NH-NH auto cor-
relation peak disappeared, which implies the breaking of enolate dimer structure of
Bu. Instead, the cross peak between -NH(Bu) and -NH of (DAC) is observed more
clearly thanNiBu+Ps+DAC system. However, with better resolution spectrum (than
NiBu+PS+DAC) it is clear only one -NH proton ofDAC shows cross peak. Possi-
ble explanation for that may be that the -NH proton ofDAC which makes hydrogen
bonding with negatively charged oxygen atom ofNiBu enolate show cross peak in1H
2D DQ spectrum. Further work will be performed in this respect.
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4.8 1,3-dimethyl-5-(4-nitrophenyl)-barbituric

acid(NiDMe) complexes

In addition to Bu, "1,3-dimethyl-5-(4-nitrophenyl)-barbituric acid" (NiD Me)
served as a simplified reference compound, sinceNiDMe has only one exchange-
able proton. The -NH protons are modified to -NCH3, with no proton donating group
in pureNiDMe, and thus, it can help to better understand the solid state NMR data of
NiBu. It has also chromophoric properties due to the attached -NO2 functional group
that elongates the conjugatedπ-system. The same bases forNiBu system are used as
counter base part (Ps> DAP> DAC : in the order of basicity). TheNiDMe mixtures
not only corroborate the results obtained forNiBu, but also demonstrate systematic
changes of NMR spectra depending on strength of the corresponding base.

4.8.1 1H and 13C spectra of NiDMe family

Indeed, depending on the basicity of each base, the complexes show different NMR
spectra. All1H and13C spectra ofNiDMe family are shown in Fig. 4.31. Particular
attention is given to the region between 10-15ppm for1H spectra (corresponding to
hydrogen-bonded protons) and 50-60 ppm for13C spectra (methine carbon region),
respectively. The presence of a methine carbon resonance at55ppm and the lack of
an -OH proton of pureNiDMe clearly confirms that it exists in keto form. However,
upon reaction with the relatively strong basePS, NiDMe is changed into enolate form,
which is accompanied by both a new carbon peak at 90 ppm and theappearance of a
proton peak at 18 ppm attributed to the "trapped" proton. Evenin the presence of mod-
erately strong bases likeDAP, NiDMe is still present in enolate form with the trapped
proton (-H+) peak at 12.5 ppm, being significantly less downfield shiftedwhen com-
pared withPS, which in turn suggests weaker hydrogen bonding to the base.In con-
trast toPS andDAP, NiDMe still exists in keto form upon mixing with the rather
weak baseDAC, reflected by only slightly shifted resonances in the corresponding
proton spectrum. No salt formation is observed.

4.8.2 1H DQ MAS spectra of NiDMe family

In the previous section, it has been shown that one dimensional 1H - MAS and13C
CPMAS spectra can provide information whether or not salt formation occurred. To
gain further insight into possible complex structures,1H DQ MAS spectra were ac-
quired (Fig. 4.32). Indeed, the DQ-spectrum ofNiDMe+PS is highly reminiscent of
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NiBu+PS. The trapped proton(H+) reveals DQ contacts only to the -CH3 protons of
proton sponge, and, hence, appears rather isolated from theNiDMe moiety (here, the
proton peaks at 1.8 ppm are assigned to -CH3 of PS.) The position of the center of
this peak corresponds to a SQ frequency slightly shifted from the maximum in the SQ
projection, which is, however, not surprising since the three methyl group protons are
likely to give rise to proton resonances with slightly different chemical shifts.
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Figure 4.32:1H DQ MAS of NiDMe+PS atτrcpl=2τR

However, forNiDMe+DAP, it appears that the trapped (H+) proton shows two
cross-peaks in the DQ spectrum using an excitation of two rotor period: a cross peak
with -NH2 protons ofDAP, which is highly expected from the previous data, as well
as a cross peak with the -CH3 protons ofNiDMe (Fig. 4.33). The latter may be
explained by solid state packing effects that possibly allow for close proximity of the
trapped (H+) proton and the -CH3 protons. Such solid state packing effect most likely
are removed in solution state, as indeed evidenced by a NOESY-type experiment in
solution (MeOD), withNiDMe in enolate form similar to the solid state.

As expected, the NOESY spectrum in Fig. 4.34, the trapped (H+) peak shows
cross peaks only with the -NH2 group ofDAP.
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Figure 4.33:1H DQ MAS spectra of NiDMe+DAP at (a)τrcpl=1τR and (b)τrcpl=2τR

In both mixtures,NiDMe+DAP andNiDMe+PS, mere salt formation occurred
but the strongly bonded (H+) proton ofNiDMe+PS system seems relatively isolated
from NiDMe, while for NiDMe+DAP, stronger interactions are observed.
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4.9 Conclusions

In this Chapter the solid state structures of barbituric acidderivatives and their
corresponding assemblies with three different bases are investigated by advanced
solid state NMR experiments. In particular1H DQ MAS has been extensively applied
to provide insights into the role of hydrogen bonding in determining the adopted
supramolecular structure.

1-n-butyl-5-phenyl barbituric acid (Bu) was found to be present in keto form in
solid state, which was proved by the inspection of1H MAS and13C CPMAS spectra.
Based on the observation of a strong NH-NH auto correlation peak in the1H DQ
MAS spectrum, a dimeric hydrogen bonded structure ofBu could be revealed.

In contrast the novel enolizable solid chromophor1-n-butyl-5-(4-nitrophenyl)-
barbituric acid (NiBu) preferably adopts anenol1 form with vicinal NH and OH
protons. However, due to severe signal overlap of the OH and NH proton resonances,
the possible aggregation ofNiBu could not be addressed directly. In the presence
of strong bases like the so-called proton sponge (PS), a simple acid-base reaction
occurred where the OH proton ofNiBu is stripped, where the corresponding enolate
anion of theNiBu dimeric structure reflects the stability of this arrangement. It was
found that the enolic dimer can be broken upon addition of theadenine-mimetic base
2,6-diacetamidopyridine (DAC), providing a complementary hydrogen-bonding pat-
tern. However, if that pattern is offered to pristineNiBu, as in the case ofNiBu+DAC ,
complex formation competed with self-aggregation ofNiBu in the solid-state. A
similar competition was observed upon addition of2,6-diaminopyridine (DAP)
to NiBu. In the latter case, salt formation due to proton transfer was preferred to
hydrogen-bonded complexation.

Solid 1,3-dimethyl-5-(4-nitrophenyl)-barbituric acid (NiDMe) is also present
in keto form but it turned into an enolated structure withPS as previously observed
for NiBu. Even in the presence ofDAP, NiDMe is still present in enolate form with
the trapped proton resonance at 12.5ppm in the1H MAS spectrum. However, with the
rather weak baseDAC, no salt formation was observed. Based on the1H DQ MAS
experiments, it was concluded that the H+ proton of NiDMe+PS is more isolated
thanNiDMe+DAP system.



Chapter 5

Probing Self-Assembly by DOSY
NMR

5.1 Introduction

Molecules in solution are in constant motion and experienceboth rotational and trans-
lational motion. The process of translational motion in solution is commonly referred
to as self-diffusion and is defined with a self-diffusion coefficient D (m2s−1). The
value ofD may be approximated by the Stoke-Einstein equation :

D =
kBT

6πηRH
(5.1)

wherekB (JK−1) is the Boltzman constant,T (K) the temperature,η is the solvent
viscosity, andRH (m) the hydrodynamic radius of the molecule. The relationship is
strictly valid for a spherical particle with a radiusRH , but it may be used to estimate
the size of molecules in solution [Waldeck 97, Crank 97, Cussler 84].

NMR experiments employing pulsed field gradients (PFGs) have been used for
many years to measure the diffusion coefficients of species in solution [Torrey 56,
Stilbs 87]. PFG NMR experiments directly measure the net displacement of nuclear
spins during a defined delay, and such displacements can be related to the transla-
tional diffusion coefficients of the spins that give rise to the resonances in question
[Dehner 05]. Because the diffusion behavior is related to properties ofan individual
molecule, such as size, shape and aggregation states, each component in a mixture
can be pseudo-separated, based on its own diffusion coefficient on the diffusion di-
mension [Johnson 99]. As a noninvasive solution-state method to obtain both physical
and chemical information, this experiment complements existing analytical methods
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(e.g. light-scattering, chromatography) and provides a global view of particle sizes in
the sample. Consider, for example, a broth containing vesicles, micelles, and protein
fragments. Light-scattering experiments cannot resolve such mixtures, and chromato-
graphic methods may disrupt fragile structures such as micelles and vesicles. The easy
and cheap implementation can be another advantage of DOSY. It could be an impor-
tant alternative to LC-NMR that is more expensive and time-consuming [Morris 92].

The most common experimental approach to measure such diffusion coefficients
involves the use of a spin echo, and the resulting PFG-spin echo experiments have
been widely applied. A series of spin echo spectra is measured with different pulsed
field gradient strengths, and the signal decays are analyzedto extract a set of diffusion
coefficients . Johnson and coworkers developed a formal method for using the PFG-
spin echo NMR experiment for mixture analysis [Johnson 99, Morris 93, Morris 92].
The data processing approach, which they called Diffusion Ordered SpectroscopY
(DOSY), results in a 2D-plot with a chemical shift in one dimension and a diffusion
coefficient in the other. DOSY is an extremely useful data processing scheme because
it enables one to correlate resonances with a specific moietyin solution, rather than
a specific spin. For the standard DOSY experiment one envisions automated data
collection with a programmed set of gradient areas, followed by data inversion by
means of user selected transformations and the generation of two-dimensional spectra.

There are numerous reviews covering various aspects of DOSYNMR
[Johnson 99, Cohen 05, Huo 03, Antalek 02] ( e.g. diffusion probehead design, de-
velopment of processing algorithms, pulse sequence designetc.) The following Sec-
tions just outline the underlying principles of a DOSY NMR experiment and more
importantly two applications demonstrating its applications on supramolecular self-
assemblies in solution.

5.2 The PFG spin-echo sequence

The basic scheme for the characterization of diffusion is the pulsed field gradient spin-
echo sequence by Stejskal and Tanner in 1965 [Stejskal 65] (Fig. 5.1(a)). Without
gradient pulses, this will refocus chemical shift evolution such that the detected signal
is attenuated only by transverse relation during the 2τ period. When pulsed field
gradient are employed, complete refocusing of the signal will only occur when the
local field experienced by a spin is identical during the two gradient pulses.

By use of a first gradient, molecules can be spatially labelleddepending on their
position in the sample tube, and if they move during a certaintime a second gradient
is used to decode their new position. The detected signal would therefore be atten-
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Figure 5.1:Basic sequences for measuring molecular diffusion based on(a) the PFG
spin-echo and (b) the PFG stimulated spin-echo. The diffusion during the period∆ is
characterized by a series of measurements with increasing gradient strengths.
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Gz

Figure 5.2:A schematic representation of signal attenuation through molecular diffu-
sion. The local field experienced by molecule A during the first gradient pulse does
not precisely match that experienced during the second gradient pulse due to diffusion
during the delay∆(diffusion time). The signal of A does not fully refocus and its re-
sponse is attenuated. Greater attenuation is observed for the faster moving molecule
B due to the greater difference in local fields it experiencesduring the two gradient
pulses.

uated by an amount dictated by how far the molecule moved during the period∆ ,
and hence by its diffusion coefficient (Fig. 5.2). To obtain the diffusion rate, it is
possible to progressively alter the delay∆, the length of the gradient pulsesδ or the
strength of gradient pulses while monitoring the corresponding signal decay. How-
ever, changes made to the overall length of the echo sequencewill introduce additional
complications arising from increasing relaxation losses,so it is universal practice to
increase gradient strengths whilst keeping all time periods invariant. Whilst T2 relax-
ation losses still occur in this case, they are constant for all experiments and thus do
not contribute to the progressive signal attenuation that is monitored. The observed
signal intensity,I , for the basic PFG spin-echo experiment is given by

I = I0exp
(

−γ2δ2Dg2(∆−δ/3)
)

(5.2)

whereI0 is the signal intensity at zero gradient strength,g is the gradient strength,
D is the diffusion coefficient and the delay∆ andδ are diffusion time and gradient
diffusion time, respectively. Plotting ln(I/I0) vs g2 for example, yields a linear plot
whose slope is proportional toD and since the constantsγ ,andδ and∆ are known, the
diffusion coefficient may be calculated.

To generate a 2D spectrum with chemical shifts on the F2 dimension and diffusion
constants on the F1 dimension, each column has to be fitted first. Out of the fitting
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Figure 5.3: (a) the signal attenuation by varying gradient strength. (b) simulated dif-
fusion decay curve.

results, 2D cross peaks are created where the centers of the cross peaks correspond to
the calculated diffusion constant. The width of the peaks correlates with the fitting er-
ror. Only this way of presenting the diffusion data is calledDOSY. All columns of the
F2 transformed spectrum are fitted independently using different algorithms. Columns
containing only noise are left out and zeroed. Fitting a decaying curve is much more
difficult than a straightforward Fourier transform and therefore needs much more pa-
rameters describing the fitting procedure. At this point it should be noted that at the
heart of DOSY method are the analysis and display of data obtained with pulsed field
gradient NMR techniques. There are several ways to process DOSY spectra and still
it is an ongoing debate. It is based on diffusion differentiation while solving the fol-
lowing functional form

I(q,V) = ∑An(ν)exp
(

−Dnq2(∆−δ/3)
)

(5.3)

whereq = γgδ, andAn(ν) is the amplitude at a frequency value of thenth pure
component in solution having diffusion coefficient ofDn, andAn(ν) can be thought
of as the spectrum of pure component in the mixture that is attenuated in the PFG
spin echo NMR experiment by an exponential function having atime constant con-
trolled byDn. Whereas Eq.5.2 describes the signal attenuation for a single resonance,
Eq.5.2 was generalized to represent the sum of the spectra form all the pure compo-
nents in the mixture. The technical details about powerful data inversion programs
(e.g. SPLMOD, CONTIN, DECRA, MCR, CORE.. ) can be found in references
[Johnson 99, Malinowski 91, Scarminio 93, Stilbs 96] but will not be discussed here.

In performing DOSY experiments in high resolution liquid state NMR, there are
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two technical problems to be considered : one is short T2 times and the other refers to
eddy-currents. To overcome these two special problems, many pulse sequences were
developed during the last 10 years. The PFG spin-echo sequence above is limited in
practice by the aforementioned relaxation losses and is nowlittle used for diffusion
measurements. Because magnetization is transverse during the diffusion period, these
losses are dictated by the transverse (T2) relaxation time. T2 can be short for slowly
tumbling macromolecules, and this can lead to severe loss ofsignal. Since larger
molecules require longer diffusion periods to move significant distances, the use of
long ∆ delays (diffusion time) can lead to unacceptable signal-to-noise degradation.
To overcome signal loss, all recently introduced diffusionsequences are derived from
the stimulated-echo sequence.

Sequences containing two and three 90◦ RF pulses were investigated by Hahn
in his classic paper on spin echoes [Hahn 50]. He found that the three-pulse se-
quence with a steady (cw) gradient can generate up to five echoes [Tanner 70]. In the
stimulated-echo sequence magnetization is longitudinal during the diffusion period,
by virtue of the second 90◦ pulse, meaning the sequence is now limited by slower
longitudinal T1 relaxation rates instead. Following the diffusion period,the magne-
tization is returned to the transverse plane by the third 90◦ pulse for refocusing and
detection (Fig. 5.1(b))

The second problem is given by eddy currents which are causedby fast switching
( on and off ) of the gradient pulse. Whenever the magnetic fieldchanges, eddy cur-
rents simultaneously form within any closely located conductor [Jehenson 90]. These
induced currents are opposing the change and in turn produceslowly decaying mag-
netic fields at the sample that lead to spectral distortions resulting from time dependent
phase changes. Therefore, experiments must be designed to avoid or at least minimize
the effects of eddy current. The best way to avoid eddy-currents is to prevent their for-
mation in the first place. There are some easy but not completely effective solutions.
For example, eddy currents in the probe can be reduced by special RF coil designs (ac-
tive shielding of the gradient coils), and eddy currents in the inner bore of the magnet
may be reduced by using widebore magnets.

The rate of change of the magnetic field when gradient pulse isswitched on
or off can be reduced by proper shaping the gradient pulse. Shapes that have
been investigated include sine functions, sine square functions, and nearly rect-
angular functions with modified rise and fall times. Gradient pulse shaping is
helpful and this capability is now available on many commercial NMR instru-
ments. Many articles have been published that discuss ways to minimize this effect
[Price 91, Merrill 93, Wider 94, Haitao 99].
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Figure 5.4:The BPP-LED pulse sequence and experimental parameter values.

At present, the BPP-LED sequence is the sequence of choice formany DOSY ap-
plications, since it uses maximum gradient strengths with small temperature rises, as
one of the best ways to diminish the eddy current effects. By adding a fourth 90◦ pulse
at the center of the stimulated echo, the magnetization is stored in the longitudinal di-
rection while the eddy currents decay. Replacing the gradient pulse with two pulses of
different polarity separated by 180◦ RF pulse, i.e. the composite bipolar gradient pulse
(g-180◦-(-g)) for the self compensation of the induced eddy currents. In this work all
DOSY data were obtained on a Bruker AVANCE 700 NMR spectrometerequipped
with dual z-gradient probehead using 55.2 Gcm−1 gradient strength. Stimulated-echo
sequence incorporating bipolar gradient pulses and a longitudinal eddy current delay
(BPP-LED) was used. The gradient strength was incremented in32 steps from 2%
up to 95% of the maximum gradient strength. The typical experimental parameters
including diffusion time (∆) and diffusion gradient pulse (δ) are shown in Fig. 5.4
with BPP-LED pulse sequence.
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5.3 Probing calixarene urea self-assembled dendrimer

by DOSY

Self-organisation on the molecular level is the driving force responsible for the selec-
tive formation of essential assemblies in living systems. This principle is also used to
construct increasingly intricate artificial arrangements, and to synthesize novel com-
pounds or materials. Various dimeric capsules, tetramers,hexamers, rosettes, numer-
ous supramolecular polymers, and also dendrimers were obtained via self-assembly.

Calix[4]arenes, substituted on their wide rim by four urea residues, form dimeric
capsules in aprotic, apolar solvents, which are held together by a seam of hydrogen
bonds between the urea functions [Mogck 96b, Vysotsky 03]. This dimerization may
be used to build up linear polymers [Castellano 98] from building blocks, in which
two tetra urea units are covalently linked via their narrow rims. The exclusive forma-
tion of heterodimers in an equimolar solution of tetraaryl-and tetratosylureas can be
used to introduce directionality along the chain or to obtain alternating polymers via
self-assembly. It was recently reported (by Rudzevich et al [Rudzevich 05b]) that tri-
urea derivatives derived from triphenylmethanes form hydrogen-bonded dimers anal-
ogously and their self sorting process can be used to self-assemble dendritic archi-
tectures, which are uniform in size and structure. While investigating corresponding
systems, DOSY NMR was applied to provide a global view of hydrodynamic radius
of each assemblies [Rudzevich 05b]. The rest part of this Section will be covered by
the DOSY results.

In the DOSY experiment it was found that all the peaks of the1H spectrum of32·
4b6 have the same diffusion coefficients within experimental errors. (Fig. 5.6) This
proves the existence of a uniform dendritic assembly as wellas the absence of both
larger aggregates and smaller components. The corresponding diffusion coefficient of
32· 4b6 was 5.4×10−11m/s2 for all 1H signals. Form the diffusion coefficient value
of dendrimer, the effective hydrodynamic radius of 2.1±0.2nmwas calculated using
the the Einstein-Stokes equation which is given in Eq. 5.1.

DOSY experiments were also performed for the individual component4b and3x (
a precursor of3 bearing nitro groups instead of the urea functions of the calixarenes).
Diffusion coefficients of 8.6×10−11 and 6.2×10−11m/s2 corresponding to hydrody-
namic radii of 1.3 and 1.8nmwere found. They reasonably agree with values expected
for the homodimers4b2 and3x2 as models for the dimers at the outer sphere and in
the core of the dendrimer. The uniform size of the dendritic assembly32· 4b6 was also
confirmed by dynamic light scattering, which led to a hydrodynamic radius of 2.4nm.
Considering the fact the relationship (Eq. 5.1) is strictly valid for a spherical particle
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Figure 5.5:Schematic building blocks of dendrimer

(and that this radius describes only a sphere moving with thesame speed), the values
obtained by the two different methods are in good agreement [Rudzevich 05b].
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Diffusion coefficient
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5.4 Cationic Shape-Persistent Supramolecular Dimer

formation

Supramolecular organization of shape-persistent macrocycles in one, two, or three
dimensions has recently become a topic of great interest [Moore 97]. The term shape-
persistent macrocycle means that the building blocks of thering are rather rigid and
their connection is performed in such a way that the final structure cannot collapse,
in contrast to flexible structures like crown ethers or cycloalkanes. A more precise
definition of shape-persistent is not based on the molecularbuilding blocks, but on the
flexibility of the final structure [Ghadiri 95, Höger 04].
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Figure 5.7:The structures of compounds.

Shape-persistent macrocycles with polar groups pointing to the inside play a spe-
cial role in supramolecular chemistry. The convergent preorganization of the binding
sides allows them to act as host molecules for the recognition of appropriate guest
molecules according to the lock and key principles. Apart from infinite aggregates,
the formation of well defined finite-size assemblies from mesoscale building blocks is
currently an attractive goal in supramolecular chemistry.

Recently, Klyatskayaet al. showedvia DLS and X-ray scattering experiments
that nanometer-size dicationic shape-persistent macromolecules in nonpolar solvents
do not form infinite tubular aggregates, as might be expectedfrom their chemical
structure, but dimerize to defined supermolecules [Klyatskaya 06].

The exclusive dimerization in not programmed by synthetic efforts but is a result
of the ability of the macrocycles to adopt self-complementary shape during the aggre-
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.8:1H NMR spectra of1 (a) in CD2Cl2 and (b) in cyclohexane. D : Diffusion
coefficient

gation that blocks the top and bottom of the supermolecule, thus preventing a further
aggregation. During this work, DOSY NMR was also applied to complement the
results from DLS and X-ray scattering methods. The first hintof aggregation can be
found by comparison of the1H spectra of in CD2Cl2 and in cyclohexane. While the1H
NMR spectrum in CD2Cl2 is well resolved, the spectrum in cyclohexane is broadened,
which highly implies monomer in CD2Cl2 and aggregation forming in cyclehexane.

This was supported by obtaining hydrodynamic radii from 2D DOSY experiments.
The diffusion coefficient of1 (in Fig. 5.7) in CD2Cl2 was found to be 2.2×10−10m/s2,
which results in hydrodynamic radius of 2.1nm. However in cyclohexane a larger hy-
drodynamic radius of about 2.6nmwas measured for1. Considering the ratio between
the two determined hydrodynamic radii, it is assumed that the aggregated structure is
rather dimeric structure than simply a larger scale supramolecule.

In order to enforce the aggregation the (intra-annular) pyridyl groups of the macro-
cycle were alkylated by treating1 with ehtylbromide.2 (Fig. 5.7) is well soluble in
chlorinated solvent, THF and even cyclohexane. Again in cyclohexane, broadening
of the respective1H resonances of2 was observed and similar diffusion coefficients
with non-cationized1 were obtained for the cationized2. The diffusion coefficients
and corresponding hydrodynamic radii values are summarized in Table 5.1. Conclu-
sively in this chapter it was demonstrated that DOSY NMR can be used to characterize
self-assembled supermolecular systems.
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Figure 5.9:(a) 2D-DOSY NMR spectra of1 in CD2Cl2 at 293K (η = 4.3×10−3Pa·s)
and (b) in cyclohexane at 311K (η = 0.8×10−3Pa·s).

1 1 2 2
in CD2Cl2 in C6D6 in CD2Cl2 in C6D6

Diffusion 2.2×10−10 1.1×10−10 2.1×10−10 1.0×10−10

coefficient[m/s2]

Hydrodynamic 2.1×10−9 2.6×10−9 2.2×10−9 2.7×10−9

radius[m]

Table 5.1:Diffusion coefficients and corresponding hydrodynamic radii of 1 and2.(in
CD2Cl2 at 293K and in cyclohexane at 311K)
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5.5 Conclusions

The work presented in this Chapter demonstrates that DOSY NMRcan be a valuable
technique for determining the hydrodynamic radius of supermolecules in solution.

The well established preparative chemistry of calix[4]arenes allows the synthesis
of specific derivatives which are not only able to self-assemble, but also to take
part in self-sorting processes. In constructing a dendrimer, which is uniform in size
and structure using these properties of calix[4]arenes, DOSY NMR was applied in
combination with light scattering to prove the formation ofthe desired assemblies
[Rudzevich 05b]. For the individual component4b and3x, diffusion coefficient were
8.6×10−11 and 6.2×10−11m/s2 respectively. However, the diffusion coefficient of
32· 4b6 was 5.4×10−11m/s2 for all 1H signals, proving the existence of a uniform
dendritic assembly as well as the absence of both larger aggregates and smaller
components (Fig. 5.6).

Recently, Klyatskayaet al. showedvia DLS and X-ray scattering experiments
that nanometer-size dicationic shape-persistent macromolecules in nonpolar solvents
do not form infinite tubular aggregates, as might be expectedfrom their chemical
structure, but dimerize to defined supermolecules [Klyatskaya 06]. This result was
supported by obtaining hydrodynamic radii from 2D DOSY experiments. The diffu-
sion coefficient of1 in CD2Cl2 was found to be 2.2×10−10m/s2, which results in a
hydrodynamic radius of 2.1nm (Fig. 5.9). However in cyclohexane a larger hydro-
dynamic radius of about 2.6nm was measured for1. Considering the ratio between
the two determined hydrodynamic radii it is assumed that theaggregate is adimeric

structure rather than a larger scale supramolecule.



Chapter 6

Guest Dynamics in Tetratolyl Urea
Calix[4]arenes

6.1 Introduction

Self-organization is a topic of ongoing interest in supramolecular chemistry. A wide
variety of biological systems consists of rather simple subunits that are held together
via non-covalent interactions. Indeed, self-assembly provides some advantages in
comparison to the construction of larger molecules by covalent connection of appro-
priate building blocks: reversibility of hydrogen bonds, facile formation of end prod-
ucts and synthetic economy constitute important features of self-assembly. Various
examples of self-complementary molecules, which are able to form dimers, oligomers
or large well-defined aggregates have been described.

Calix[n]arenes are macrocyclic compounds built ofn phenol units linkedvia

alkylidene groups forming cavities of molecular dimensions [Vicens 91, Gutsche 98].
The bowl-like structure allows them to host a variety of species, and the resulting com-
plexes in the solid-state are classified as inter- (endo) or intramolecular (exo) depend-
ing on the orientation of the guest relative to the bowl. Facilitated by their rather sim-
ple accessibility, (model) compounds based onp-tert-butylcalix[4]arene have been
extensively characterized in the solid-state by both X-raydiffraction and solid-state
NMR. It was found that the basic host prevalently forms 1:1 complexes with the guest
moiety exhibiting fairly similar structural arrangements[Brouwer 97]. In rare cases,
however, 1: 2 complexes have also been reported. Available information on local or-
der derived from NMR data has been in general crucial for obtaining correct structural
models, where the symmetry of the respective host lattice reflects guest symmetry and
dynamics.

91
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Figure 6.1:Synthesis and sketchy drawing of calix[4]arenes

In contrast, calix[4]arenes, substituted on their wide rimby four urea residues, re-
liably form dimeric capsules in aprotic, apolar solvents that are stabilized by a seam of
hydrogen bonds between the urea functions [Hamann 96, Rudzevich 05a]. Since the
suitable guest induces the dimerization of such an architecture, dimerization may be
used to build up linear polymers from building blocks, in which two tetraurea units are
covalently linked via their narrow rims. Though the dynamicnature and reversibility
of capture, storage and preferably transport of guest species in their respective host
materials has been comprehensively studied in solution, rather little is known about
dimeric compoundsin the solid state. In case of single crystals or powdered mate-
rials, the respective host structure may be determined by X-ray diffraction, but com-
monly mobile guest species are poorly refined, if at all. However, local dynamics and
ordering phenomena which are not accessible by X-ray analysis can be conveniently
addressed by solid-state NMR, thus providing complementarystructural information.

The isotropic chemical shift constitutes a major source of information and thus,
may be regarded as fingerprint of a particular structural arrangement. Notably, the
chemical shift of guest species is known to significantly change upon (reversible) en-
capsulation within the host. Possibly observed chemical shift differences of entrapped
guest moieties with respect to the "free" solvent shift are commonly referred to as
complexation induced shifts (CIS) that not only strongly depend on local geometries
of the hosts but also on the presence of characteristic moieties (e.g. aromatic rings)
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that constitute the host. In that respect, the recently introduced concept of nucleus-
independent chemical shift (NICS) maps may provide rather qualitative means to both
facilitate an interpretation of experimental chemical shifts and locate guest molecules
within the respective host.
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6.2 Complexes in Solution

A dimerization of tetraurea calix[4]arene was first realized when comparing liquid-
state1H NMR spectra of1 in DMSO (polar solvent) and in the non-polar solvent
benzene. Most notably, the former singlet at 6.8 ppm assigned to aromatic protons
in DMSO changed into two strongly separated doublets in benzene (6.4 and 8.2 ppm,
respectively) with aJ-coupling constant of 2.1 Hz typically observed for protonsin
meta-position (Fig. 6.2). Additionally, two close NH proton singlets in DMSO (8.35
ppm and 8.21 ppm) were separated by 2.4 ppm in benzene [Mogck 96a, Shimizu 95].
This experimental observation was explained by dimerization via selective head-to-tail
interactions forming a robust seam of hydrogen bonds between the four urea groups in
each of the calix[4]arene upper rims. An additional X-ray structure later revealed that
this arrangement is persistent in the solid compound, thus confirming the dimerization
[Mogck 96b].
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Figure 6.2:Comparison of1H NMR spectra in DMSO and benzene-d6

The mobility of molecules in solution gives rise to a characteristic diffusion coeffi-
cient that can be measured via1H -DOSY NMR. Assuming a suitable model shape of
the mobile species (e.g. spheres) then allows for an estimation of hydrodynamic radii
using the Stokes-Einstein equation. For monomer1 in DMSO, the obtained transla-
tional diffusion coefficient was(1.3)×10−10m2/s (corresponding to a hydrodynamic
radius of 0.7nm), while in the non-polar solvent benzene-d6, DOSY NMR yield a hy-
drodynamic radius of 0.96nm, thus reflecting the formation of a dimer1·C6H6·1(Fig.
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6.3). Both hydrodynamic radii obtained via1H DOSY NMR are in good agreement
with data extracted from light scattering experiments.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.3: 1H 2D-DOSY spectra of (a)1 in DMSO at 298K and (b)1·C6H6·1in
benzene-d6 at 308K.

Use of an external NMR tube allowed to reliably distinguish reversibly encapsu-
lated benzene from benzene-d6 locking solvent. Here, protons of included benzene-d6

were observed at 4.3 ppm, thus revealing a CIS of 2.8 ppm with respect to pure ben-
zene solvent (7.1 ppm), while the obtained signal intensities indicate a 2:1 host:guest
stoichiometry (Fig. 6.4 (a)). This refers to asingle guest molecule being trapped
inside the cavity of the tetra urea calix[4]arene dimer. Proton DOSY NMR on this
sample consistently revealedidentical translational diffusion coefficients of both the
calix[4]arene host and its benzene guest, hence illustrating the potential of DOSY
NMR (Fig. 6.4(b)).
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.4:(a) Comparison of1H spectra of1 in benzene-D6 and benzene-H6 using
external lock NMR tube. (b) 2D-DOSY spectra of1·C6H6·1 using external lock NMR
tube. *: trapped benzene-guest peak.
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6.3 Complexes in the Solid State

In this section, solid state NMR investigations of various capsular contents (ben-
zene, benzene-d6, fluorobenzene, fluorobenzene-d5, 1,4-difluorobenzene, and cobal-
tocenium) will be presented.

6.3.1 Benzene capsule

The proton MAS spectra of both monomer1 and dimer1·C6H6·1 are given in Figure
6.5. While for dimeric1·C6H6·1, the observed peak at 9.2 ppm is easily assigned
to -NH protons that comprise the hydrogen bonding belt, the peak at 9.2 ppm for
monomer can be explained by solid state packing effect. Since in solution, the latter
(monomer) exhibits a NH proton peak at about 8.2 ppm, this strongly suggests the
presence of packing effects in the solid monomer1. In monomeric1, there areinter

molecular hydrogen bonds due to the solid state structure, which was also proved by
X-ray experiment. Upon dimerization former peak splittings in the1H MAS spectrum
are obscured by line broadening, however, the shoulder around 7.7 ppm might be
attributed to benzene guest.

NH in the solid state
(9.2ppm)

NH in the solution state
(8.2ppm)

(b)

(c)

(a)

7.7ppm

Figure 6.5:(a) 1H MAS of dimer1·C6H6·1 in the solid state (b)1H MAS of monomer
1 in the solid state (c)1H of monomer1 in solution (DMSO-d6).

Figure 6.6 shows1H DQ MAS spectra of monomer1 and dimer1·C6H6·1, respec-
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tively. Notably, the two DQ spectra are fairly similar rendering a distinction between
monomer1 and dimer1·C6H6·1 rather impossible. For the latter (dimer), the stabiliz-
ing belt of hydrogen bonds among the urea NH protons is anticipated to give rise to
so-calledauto-correlation peaks in the DQ spectrum, which are not observed clearly.
The DQcross-peak at about 16.2 ppm in double quantum dimension may be either
regarded as contact between two -NH protons or a trivial contact among NH and aro-
matic protons, and hence does not provide clear indication of the dimerization.
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Figure 6.6:(a) 1H DQ MAS of monomer1 and (b)1H DQ MAS of dimer1·C6H6·1 in
the solid state

Complementary data may be obtained from a13C CPMAS experiment that in prin-
ciple is also quite sensitive to dynamic effects when a shortdelay is inserted prior to
proton decoupling (dipolar dephasing spectrum). Moreover, representative guest car-
bons could be affected by ring currents of the aromatics "walls" of the calixarene host
yielding characteristic peak shifts (CIS). Indeed, the corresponding13C CPMAS spec-
tra of monomer1 and dimer1·C6H6·1 show significant differences: changes in local
order are reflected by linebroadening of most carbon peaks. Nevertheless, a represen-
tative peak of the guest benzene could not be identified.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.7:Comparison of13C CPMAS of (a)monomer1 and (b) dimer1·C6H6·1
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6.3.2 Benzene-d6 capsule

An inclusion of benzene-d6 allows for probing guest dynamics inside the calix[4]arene
host. Since2H is a spin-1 quadrupolar nucleus, the interaction of the nuclear
quadrupole moment with the local electric field gradient around the2H nucleus is
very sensitive to molecular motions, thus providing orientation-dependent splittings
of the lineshape. The rate and geometry of underlying motions may be extracted
via matching of experimental lineshapes with simulated lineshapes that result from
a given ("jump") model. Though in difficult cases experimentallineshapes may be
reproduced by several distinct models,2H NMR still provide an easy access to local
geometries of mobile species. In cases where structural details are not considered,2H
MAS NMR may identify (or confirm) the respective nature of guest molecules.

In excellent agreement with solution1H NMR data, the corresponding MAS2H
spectrum of1·C6D6·1 displays a single peak at 4.3 ppm suggesting that the local order
of the benzene guest inside the cavity is retained evenwithoutdynamic exchange with
a solvent reservoir.
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Figure 6.8:(a) Comparison of1H in the solution state of1·C6H6·1 and 2H MAS of
1·C6D6·1 in the solids state. (b)1H -2H REPT-HSQC spectrum of1·C6D6·1 at 220K
(30kHz, 8τR)

Consequently, a solid-state1H -2H heteronuclear correlation spectrum reveals only
cross-peaks of deuterons with protons pointinginsidethe cavity (Fig. 6.8(b)), which
also emphasizes that there are no benzene-filled voids present in the structure.

It is noteworthy to mention that in (single crystal) X-ray analysis, it is quite dif-
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63.4kHz

Figure 6.9:2H temperature variable static spectra of1·C6D6·1.

ficult to locate highly disordered guest molecules. Therefore, to study the guest dy-
namics of benzene-d6 inside the host temperature-dependent static2H NMR was em-
ployed. At 240 K, a quadrupolar frequency ofωQ = 63.4 kHz was determined, which
is aboutωQ /2 of rigid benzene. This is readily explained by a rapid in-plane rotation
around the molecular C6-axis of the included benzene-d6 molecule, which is known to
persist even at 77 K [Ok 89]. Further elevation of the temperature (up to 400 K) well
above the boiling point of benzene didnot result in a loss of benzene but rather re-
vealed an onset of additional motions (e.g. out-of-plane motions) or rotations around
the S8-symmetry axis of the host. The latter was found to cause a gradual decrease of
the observed quadrupolar frequency toωQ = 53.8 kHz at 368 K. This not only suggests
a dynamic order parameter of 0.84 (53.8 kHz/63.4 kHz), but also demonstrates that a
remarkable level of guest stabilization can be obtained. Indeed, the above findings are
supported by a recent study based on MD simulations that not only suggest that the
motion of the guest is hampered by the host moiety but also report rapid reorientations
around both the molecular C6-axis and the S8-symmetry axis of the host [Broda 06].
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6.3.3 Fluorobenzene capsule

As an independent probe, fluorobenzene was encapsulate intotetra urea calix[4]arene.
Here, advantage originates from superior selectivity of19F NMR, thus avoiding severe
signal overlap. In principle, the19F chemical shift tensor could also provide valuable
information on local orientations, but the study was restricted to19F MAS NMR. The
corresponding19F MAS NMR spectra of both "free" fluorobenzene solvent and the
dimeric assembly with an encapsulated guest,1·C6H5F·1, are given in Fig. 6.10.
The latter exhibitstwo distinct peaks at -117.7 and -118.3 ppm, respectively, withan
integrated area ratio of≈ 4:1, yielding an averaged CIS of≈ 4.8 ppm.

22Green

78Blue

integral[%]line

22Green

78Blue

integral[%]line

trapped

free

deconvoluted

4.8ppm

Figure 6.10:19F MAS spectra of free 1-fluorobenzene and1·C6H5F·1.

Though the exact nature of the two peaks observed in the19F-MAS spectrum is
not yet clear, it either suggests the presence of slightlydistinct orientations of fluo-
robenzene guests within their respective hosts or a minor fraction of hosts possibly
accommodatetwo guest molecules. In an additional solution-state19F NMR exper-
iment, it was noted that the appearance of an isotropic peak at an exactly averaged
chemical shift of the two resonances observed in the solid compound ((-118.2 ppm) +
(-117.4 ppm)/2 = -117.8 ppm) reflecting a solvent guest exchange that establishes an
equilibrium position of a single guest molecule within the host (Fig. 6.11). Moreover,
a 19F NOESY-MAS experiment, performed at 240K using a rather long mixing time
of 100 ms doesnot reveal polarization exchange between these two peaks, thusex-
cluding the assumption oftwoguest molecules possibly accommodated per host (Fig.
6.12). Various batches of the host-guest assembly1·C6H5F·1 were prepared reveal-
ing di f f erentpeak ratios in the corresponding19F MAS spectra: while the first two
samples consistently showed a ratio of 4:1, a 1:1 ratio was found for the third batch
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{(-117.4) + (-118.2)}/2
= -117.8ppm

trapped in the liquid state

trapped in the solid state

Figure 6.11:Comparison of solid state and liquid state19F NMR of1·C6H5F·1

(Fig. 6.13). However, this dependence on sample preparation conditions may be ex-
plained by polymorphisms or by simple distortion of the hoststructures governed by
crystallization kinetics.

Variable temperature19F-MAS spectra up to 400 K clearly show that the observed
ratio of the two peaks is maintained, while the chemical shifts apparently move to-
wards the chemical shift of the "free" solvent at room temperature (Fig. 6.14). This
is consistent with a fairly stable local structural arrangement like previously observed
for benzene-d6, but also suggest that an increasing mobility at elevated temperatures
tends to reduce the effects of the host’s aromatic ring currents.
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Figure 6.12: 19F 2D-NOESY spectrum of1·C6H5F·1 recorded at 240K, mixing
time=100ms.
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Figure 6.13:19F MAS spectra of1·C6H5F·1 of three different batches.
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Figure 6.14:19F temperature variable MAS spectra of1·C6H5F·1
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6.3.4 Fluorobenzene-d5 capsule

For comparison, fluorobenzene-d5 was also encapsulated into tetra urea calix[4]arene
allowing to monitor the respective guest dynamics via both19F and2H NMR. The
corresponding19F and2H MAS spectra are shown in Fig. 6.15. Again, two peaks
at -117.9 and -118.3 ppm, respectively, are observed in the19F MAS spectrum, thus
resulting in a CIS of 4.8 ppm. The integrated area ratio of the two peaks amounts to
4:1, which is quite similar to that previously found for 1-fluorobenzene.

The2H MAS NMR spectrum of1·C6D5F·1 displays three peaks at 3.17, 5.03, and
6.5 ppm. Clearly, the latter can be assigned to "free" residualsolvent that has not yet
been removed completely upon drying. The other two peaks most likely result from
splitting due to the presence ofortho−, meta−, andpara−deuterons, respectively.

free

trapped

free

trapped

Figure 6.15:(a) 19F-spectra and (b)2H -spectra of1·C6D5F·1. * : remaining free
guest

In an attempt to further remove any residual solvent and to possibly cure structural
distortions, the sample was annealed at 100◦C for two days. Indeed, distinct changes
of the spectra were observed: the linewidth in the corresponding 19F MAS NMR
spectra was narrowed (FWHH: from 280 to 207Hz) while the contribution of the small
peak at -118.3 ppm was reduced to approximately 4 percent (Fig. 6.16). Also, the
2H MAS NMR spectrum indicated that all residual "free" solventmolecules were
successfully removed leaving only included guests. Annealing the sample for 10 days
does not show significant difference with the 2-day annealedsample. (data not shown).

The2H static NMR spectrum of1·C6D5F·1 (Fig. 6.17 (a)) exhibits almost a full
width Pake pattern with an observed quadrupolar splitting of 121 kHz and an ill-
defined inner Pake-like pattern with about 28 kHz splitting.While the outer Pake
spectrum is clearly due to static phenyl groups, an inner Pake-like pattern with reduced
width of ωQ/4 indicates large amplitude motion. In-plane motion leadsat most to a
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.16:Comparison of annealed sample with original sample(without annealing
(a)19F-spectra and (b)2H spectra of1·C6D5F·1. red one: before annealing, blue one:
after annealing for 2 days.

reduction of the splitting down toωQ/2. Therefore, this spectral feature is attributed
to phenyl rings undergoing an ill-defined 180◦ flip motion about the C-F axis. In
contrast to pure 180◦ two-site jumps, where the molecules reside only in two well-
defined orientations, ill-defined 180◦ flips are dynamic processes between two-site
jumps and full rotation with a preferential orientation of the phenyl plane. Whereas
full phenyl rotation around its C-F axis leads to an axially symmetric tensor withωQ/8,
ill-defined 180◦ flips with a broad rotational angle distribution can indeed lead to Pake-
like patterns with a width ofωQ/4. Calculations of the averaged tensors show that for
Gaussian distributions with 2σ between 50◦ and 60◦, while the asymmetry parameter
η stays below 0.11. Computed2H NMR line-shapes of the corresponding dynamic
processes of the fluorobenzene in the calix[4]arene host aregiven in Fig. 6.17 (b). In
fact, the superposition of a static Pake pattern and the simulated Pake-like line-shape
due to an ill-defined out-of plane two-site jump motion is in good agreement with
the experimental spectrum, apart from the inner rather sharp signal, which results
most likely from some tumbling of "free" molecules. The largeflip angle distribution
needed to account for the inner spectrum, indicates that theplane of phenyl rings in the
cavities is not at all well-defined but the experimental quadrupolar splitting excludes
full axial rotation.[Albunia 05]
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Figure 6.17:(a)2H static spectrum at 298K of1·C6D5F·1 and (b)simulated spectrum.
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6.3.5 1,4-difluorobenzene capsule

In order to possibly distinguish structural distortions from orientational preferences,
symmetricguest 1,4-difluorobenzene was also included into the host cavity. The re-
spective19F MAS NMR spectrum of1·C6H4F2·1 shows one resonance at -123.5 ppm
with a FWHH of 415 Hz indicating a rather uniform orientation of 1,4-difluorobenzene
guests. The complexation-induced chemical shift change of1,4-diflurobenzene upon
inclusion amounts to 4.2 ppm, and is thus comparable to that of flurobenzene suggest-
ing a similar local ordering, e.g. proximity to the aromaticrings of the host structure.
This finding is also consistent with the assumption that anup− or down− orientation
of the fluorobenzene guest with respect the S8-axis of the host result in similar CIS.

(a) (b)

free

trapped

4.2ppm

Figure 6.18:(a) Comparison of19F-NMR spectra of 1,4-difluorobenzene free one and
1·C6H4F2·1. (b) 19F temperature variable MAS spectra of1·C6H4F2·1
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6.3.6 Cobaltocenium capsule

Considering the fact that the calix[4]arene cavity is quite sensitive with respect to the
molecular size of included guests, finally the bulky cobaltocenium cation Co(Cp)+

2

was incorporated into the dimeric assembly. It was already demonstrated that Co(Cp)+
2

shows a high affinity towards encapsulation into the dimer driven by so-called cation-π
interactions (in C2D2Cl4 solution), but no solid-state characterization of the complex
[1·Co(Cp)+2 ·1](PF−

6 ) is known.

The corresponding1H MAS and13C CPMAS NMR spectra of pristine cobaltoce-
nium and[1·Co(Cp)+2 ·1](PF−

6 ) are given in Fig. 6.19.

(a) (b)

free

trapped

free

trapped

Figure 6.19:Comparison of (a)1H MAS NMR spectra of[Co(Cp)+2 ](PF−
6 ) and the

dimer [1·Co(Cp)+2 ·1](PF−
6 ) and (b) 13C CPMAS NMR spectra of[Co(Cp)+2 ](PF−

6 )
and the dimer[1·Co(Cp)+2 ·1](PF−

6 ) at 500MHz (11.7T)

Notably, signal splittings in both1H MAS and 13C CPMAS spectra of pristine
cobaltocenium salt at 11.7 T revealed the presence ofresidual dipolar couplings.
The latter originate from a large59Co quadrupolar coupling that not only exceeds the
Zeeman interaction but also prevents an efficient cancellation of dipolar couplings
between59Co and the nucleus detected under fast MAS conditions. However, upon
inclusionnosplitting was observed in1H MAS and13C CPMAS spectra of the dimer
[1·Co(Cp)+2 ·1](PF−

6 ) indicating so-called "sel f-decoupling".

The effect of self-decoupling on the solid-state line shapes of spin 1/2 nucleus
neighboring quadrupolar nucleus has been extensively described previously by Spiess
et al. and Harriset al.[Spiess 77, Harris 89]. A more recent example is given by
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Heiseet al.[Heise 99] reporting effect of59cobalt self-decoupling on the solid state
13C CPMAS spectra of the cobaltocenium salts.

They discussed effects of counterion, the temperature, rotor spinning rate, and
the substituent of the cyclopentadienyl ligands on coupling patterns. Notably, it was
observed that on heating to 370K, the coupling patterns collapse and the signals are
narrowed. This phenomenon can result from two mechanisms: either the dipolar
coupling tensor is completely averaged to zero by fast isotropic motion of the
molecule, or dynamic processes induce fast T1 relaxation of the quadrupolar nucleus,
leading to self-decoupling of the13C nuclei. However, as the axially symmetric
cation in [Cp∗CpCo]+[PF6]− is not likely to perform isotropic motions as well as the
ring rotations, the observed phenomenon is more likely due to self-decoupling than to
motional averaging.

Hence it can be concluded that the disappearance of the couplings in the1H and
13C spectra of[1·Co(Cp)+2 ·1](PF−

6 ) may be attributed to self-decoupling of the dipolar
interactions between59Co and1H (13C) due to the decrease of the T1 (59Co) upon
inclusion. In this case, not only the observed chemical shifts but also the lineshapes
changes upon inclusion reflect the successful inclusion of the Co(Cp)2+ moiety. At
our highest available magnetic field (850 MHz, 20 T), the59Co Zeeman interaction
slightly exceeds the quadrupolar coupling leading to a successful suppression of the
previously notedresidualdipolar couplings yielding isotropic peaks for both protons
and carbons of Cp. This shows that the dipole-dipole couplinginvolving 59Co can only
be observed under rather special conditions and only slightchanges in T1 are required
to achieve self-decoupling. Indeed, Heiseet al.[Heise 99] observed self-decoupling
upon changes of only the counter ion.

In addition, the59Co MAS NMR spectrum of "free"[Co(Cp)+2 ](PF−
6 ) was mea-

sured. Under the fast MAS condition (30kHz), the isotropic chemical shift of−2430
ppm (Fig. 6.21) was obtained, which is in good agreement withthe results re-
ported by Spiesset al. and Oomset al. independently [Spiess 69, Ooms 07]. How-
ever, it was not successful to observe cobalt NMR signal for inclusion compound
[1·Co(Cp)+2 ·1](PF−

6 ) which might also be due to shortening of T1 upon inclusion.

Upon inclusion of Co(Cp)2+, the obtained CIS amount to 3 ppm for1H and 3.4
ppm for 13C , respectively. The CIS difference of 0.4 ppm most likely results from
the C-H bond length of about 1.1 Å, however, it is reported thatCIS(1H ) may exceed
CIS(13C ). Notably, the CIS(1H ) of 3 ppm in the solid compound is identical to the
reported proton CIS in C2D4Cl2 solution, suggesting comparable local order within
the cavity.
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Figure 6.20:Comparison of (a)1H MAS NMR spectra of[Co(Cp)+2 ](PF−
6 ) and the

dimer [1·Co(Cp)+2 ·1](PF−
6 ) and (b) 13C CPMAS NMR spectra of[Co(Cp)+2 ](PF−

6 )
and the dimer[1·Co(Cp)+2 ·1](PF−

6 ) at 850MHz (20T)

The 1H DQ MAS spectrum of[1·Co(Cp)+2 ·1](PF−
6 ) is shown in Fig. 6.22. The

sharp proton peak assigned to the Co(Cp)2
+ ring protons shows a cross-peak with both

aromatic protons and -CH2 protons of the calix[4]arene host, which is consistent with
Co(Cp)2+ cations captured inside the cavity. In contrast, the (PF6

−) counterion has
no observable influence on the inclusion and rests outside the host, as is indeed evi-
denced by both the31P chemical shift of the anion that did not change upon inclusion
(Fig. 6.23(a)) and a characteristic cross-peak among (PF6

−) and alkyl-chain protons
obtained in a hetero-nuclear1H -31P correlation experiment. Here, the alkyl chains
are located outside the calix[4]arene cavity (Fig. 6.23(b)).
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FWHH=127 kHz
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Figure 6.21:(a)59Co spectrum of[Co(Cp)+2 ](PF−
6 ) referenced by (b) K3(CoCN6) at

0ppm at 850MHz(20T).
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Figure 6.22:1H DQ MAS spectrum of[1·Co(Cp)+2 ·1](PF−
6 ) at 30kHz
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Figure 6.23: (a) Comparison of 31P-MAS spectra of[Co(Cp)+2 ](PF−
6 ) and

[1·Co(Cp)+2 ·1](PF−
6 ) and (b)1H -31P REPT-HSQC of[1·Co(Cp)+2 ·1](PF−

6 )
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Figure 6.24:The NICS map illustrates the spatially inhomogeneous magnetic suscep-
tibility around an electron density distribution. Positive values NICS correspond to
locally increased magnetic fields. Done by D.Sebastiani

6.3.7 NICS map and MD simulation

To rationalize the observed complexation-induced chemical shifts, we computed a Nu-
clear Independent Chemical Shift (NICS) map of the calix[4]arene host. The NICS
map of tetra urea calix[4]arene is computed based on the reported crystal structure
[Mogck 96b]. In short, this map displays how much the local magnetic fields are
changed due to the proximity of a particular host moiety, thereby providing a qualita-
tive approach to experimentally observed CIS. This allows for an estimation of possi-
ble guest locationsinsidethe calix[4]arene cavity even in the absence of refined X-ray
data. The obtained NICS map is shown in Fig. 6.24. The orientation is chosen such
that the plane comprised of the belt of stabilizing hydrogen-bonds is perpendicular to
the paper plane, thus facilitating a comparison with idealized orientations depicted in
Fig. 6.25.

In principle, an aromatic guest inside the tetra urea capsule can adopt three extreme
orientations (Fig. 6.25). In the first case, the plane of the aromatic ring coincides with
the equatorial plane and all substituents point to the seam of the hydrogen bonds(equ).
In the other two cases, the S8-axis of the host capsule (the long axis connecting the
poles) bisects the plane of the aromatic ring. With the aromatic plane perpendicular to
the equatorial plane, two opposing substituents either liein the equatorial planeπ(equ)

or face the "poles" of the capsuleπ(ax) [Broda 06].
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Figure 6.25:Idealized orientations of aromatic guests within the host. Dashed lines
denote the border region of the aromatic rings of the host. The middle circle repre-
sents the equatorial plane defined by the carbonyl carbon atoms of the urea functions
[Broda 06].

Based on the NICS map, we may conclude that benzene-d6 guests with a CIS
of 2.8 ppm (yellow-greenish region) are most likely locatedat the center of the cav-
ity, with the molecular C6-axis of motion perpendicular to the equatorial plane, but
rather parallel to an additional S8-axis defined by the host structure(equ). In case
of fluorobenzene (CIS = 4.8 ppm) as well as 1,4-difluorobenzene(CIS = 4.2 ppm),
however, the fluoro-atoms rather point to the "poles" of the capsule ((πax), turquoise
region). This is in contrast to reported data on the supramolecular model complexp-
tert-butyl- calix[4]arene-fluorobenzene suggesting that the fluorinesubstituent rather
avoids contact with aromatic rings [Brouwer 99].

Since the NICS approach is strictly valid only in the completeabsence of electron-
electron interactions among the host structure and guest molecules, we have explicitly
computed the19F and2H NMR chemical shifts for cavities withoneas well astwo

either mono- or difluorobenzene molecules placed inside thehost. For each system,
a trial geometry was set up by hand, and the system was subsequently relaxed within
density functional theory (DFT) using Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics (CPMD)
simulations with a weak annealing of the atomic velocities.

The set of computed19F NMR chemical shifts with respect to a "free" 1,4-difluoro-
benzene molecule is shown in table 6.1. While there are considerable uncertainties in
the precise determination of these shifts, certain trends can be recognized nevertheless.
Except for a single centered guest, all doubly fluorinated benzenes are deshielded
compared to the free molecule, which is an unexpected effectbecause of the nearby
presence of aromatic moieties. However, we could reproducea similar deshielding
effect also at a higher level of theory in a model system, which was a difluorobenzene
placed near an isolated benzene molecule.
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This effect is most likely due to direct electronic interactions between the electron
clouds of fluorine and the aromatic calix[4]arene moieties.The effect is particularly
strong when the 1,4-difluorobenzene is located in an off-centered position, i.e. when
it sticks to only one of the two calix[4]arene molecules. Thecentered difluorobenzene
instead, whose fluorines are 3.1 Å away from the nearest host carbon, displays the ex-
pected additional shielding due to the surrounding aromatic cage structure. The same
deshielding effect is observed when two monofluorobenzene molecules are contained
in the host structure. In this case, the proximity of the fluorine atoms to the cage
molecules lead to direct electronic interactions, which overcompensate the shielding
effect of the aromatic moieties. If only a single guest is placed at a centered position
in the cage, a shielding of 3-5 ppm is obtained with respect toan isolated monofluo-
robenzene, both for an axial or an equatorial orientation ofthe CF-bond. Instead, an
attachment of the monofluorobenzene to one of the calix[4]arenes would lead to a19F
chemical shift almost identical to that of a free molecule.

When comparing the computed19F chemical shifts with experimental shifts, it ap-
pears highly unlikely thattwo guest molecules can be hosted inside the calix[4]arene
cages, since they would yield deshielded resonances, in contradiction to the shielding
observed in experiment. Also, off-centered configurationsexhibit this incorrect trend,
so that only rather well-centered orientations remain consistent with the experimen-
tal findings.Axial andequatorialorientations of the fluorobenzenes can in principle
result in chemical shift resonances differing by several ppm, which is indeed consis-
tent with experimental data, but the uncertainties of the computed19F chemical shifts
render an unambiguous assignment of the respective guest orientation impossible.

At this point, we may consider the computed2H chemical shifts. Since all off-
centered guest locations as well as multiple guest molecules per host are safely ruled
out based on the19F shifts, a single guest may be centered at an axial or equatorial
position. The peak assignment is hampered due to the presence of ortho−, meta−
andpara− deuterons with respect to the19F substituent. The computed2H chemical
shifts strongly suggest that thepara-deuteron may indicate the respective orientation,
as the predicted complexation-induced shifts of bothortho− andpara− deuterons are
rather similar (including an approximate error of±0.5 ppm).

Experimentally, two resonances are observed in the2H MAS spectrum, with a CIS
of 3.4 ppm and 1.6 ppm respectively with relative intensity of 4:1(major:minor). If we
assume that the minor peak can be attributed to the para-deuterons, then the CIS of
1.6 ppm rather suggest an equatorial position for the fluorobenzene-d5 molecule. In
fact, the computed2H CISs of thepara-deuteron amounts to either 1.0 ppm (equ.)
or 4.4 ppm (axial), respectively. Since thepara-deuteron cannot be the major signal
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fraction, an axial orientation appears unlikely, though contradicting the conclusion
based on fluorine shifts. In an equatorial orientation, theortho− andmeta− deuterons
have predicted CISs of 3.6 ppm and 3.4 ppm, which is in rather good agreement with
experimental data. Upon comparison with the NICS map, we finally arrive at an (πequ)
orientation of fluorobenzene-d5 inside the host.

Recently, a chemical molecular dynamics simulation study oftetra urea
calix[4]arene host with a variety of aromatic guest molecules including fluoroben-
zenes suggested a pronounced preference for the (πequ) orientation on the MD
timescale (9-18 ns simulation time), but did not provide explicit chemical shifts of the
guest molecules in their respective orientation [Broda 06]. Nevertheless, it appears
difficult to explain why the guest molecules should retain their orientations during the
relatively long timescale (µs-ms)) of the NMR measurement. A possible explanation
could be a self-consistent rearrangement of the host structures, in response to one or
another guest orientation, which would then lead to a self-consistent stabilization of a
once-attained orientation.
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Single guest, Single guest, Two guests Free
centered off-centered molecule

F1- 3.6eq 6.1op 7.5op 6.6

Benzene 1.9ax 6.2HB

19F (δ)

F2- -2.7ax 11.5op -2.7op, 3.0op 0.0

Benzene 4.1HB 0.3HB,4.7HB (by def.)
19F (δ)

F1- [3.6ax ; 2.4eq]ortho [3.3op ; 4.6HB]ortho 2.8ortho,op 6.0para,ortho

Benzene [3.5ax ; 2.9eq]meta [5.1op ; 2.8HB]meta 4.5meta,op 6.3meta

2H(δ) [1.6ax ; 5.0eq]para [4.2op ; 1.5HB]para 4.4para,op

Table 6.1: Fluorine and deuteron NMR chemical shifts of fluorobenzene molecules
confined inside a calix[4]arene host structure, computed from DFT calculations. All
shifts are in ppm and referenced to the computed shieldings of a free difluorobenzene
molecule (for19F) and of TMS (for2H ). The superscriptop indicates an orientation
towards the "opening" of the cages where the ethylene oxide is located,HB means
an orientation towards the H-bond ring of the calix[4]arene dimer, ax refers to an
axial orientation of a centered molecule (the CF bond being parallel to the connection
between the two openings), andeq represents an equatorial orientation (the CF being
in the plane of the H-bond ring). In some cases, two independent calculations have
been performed at two different geometries, illustrating the variance of the computed
values. Done by D.Sebastiani
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CHAPTER 6. GUEST DYNAMICS IN TETRATOLYL UREA

CALIX[4]ARENES

6.4 Conclusions

Based on1H DOSY NMR, the hydrodynamic radius (RH=0.7nm) of the tetraurea
calix[4]arene in DMSO was obtained, while in the non-polar solvent benzene-d6, an
RH of 0.96nm was found, reflecting the formation of a dimer. Use of an external
locking NMR tube allowed to observe the encapsulated benzene solvent resonance
at 4.3ppm, which DOSY NMR consistently revealed identical translational diffusion
coefficients of both the calix[4]arenes host and its entrapped benzene guest.

Furthermore, several different types of capsular contentsof tetraurea calix[4]arene
(benzene, benzene-d6, fluorobenzene, fluorobenzene-d5, 1,4-difluorobenzene, and
cobaltocenium)in the solid statewere studied. Upon inclusion all the entrapped guest
moieties showed CIS(complexation induced shifts) varying from 2.7ppm-4.8ppm.
The1H -2H heteronuclear correlation spectrum of1·C6D6·1 reveals onlycross-peaks
of deuterons with protons pointinginsidethe cavity, which also emphasizes that there
are no benzene-filled voids present in the structure. Evidences that the local order
of guests within the dimeric assembly is maintained were collected in the solid state
applying multinuclear solid state NMR techniques. All guest molecules were shown
to undergo distinct motions, ranging from mere C6-rotations (benzene) to ill-defined
180◦C phenyl flips (fluorobenzene-d5).

In the solid state, two peaks were observed in the19F-MAS spectra for both
1·C6D5F·1 and1·C6H5F·1 capsules. Though the exact nature of the two peaks is not
perfectly clear, the presence of slightly distinct orientation of fluorobenzene was sug-
gested. The calix[4]arene host cavity even accommodates the bulky cobaltocenium
cation, while the counterion stays outside, as demonstrated by 31P MAS and1H -31P
correlation experiment.

Using the combined approach of a Nuclear Independent Chemical Shift (NICS)
map and19F and2H ab-initio DFT chemical shift calculations, it was possible to locate
the guests inside the host cavity qualitatively based on complexation-induced shifts.
Benzene-d6, for example, populates the center plane (so-called(equ)) comprised of
the stabilizing seam of hydrogen-bonds of the urea units, while fluorobenzene-d5
prefers an (πequ) position. All off-centered orientations towards the "walls" of the
host can be ruled out.



Chapter 7

Summary

Supramolecular aggregate systems in both solution and solid state were investigated
by advanced NMR methods. In particular,1H fast MAS and dipolar recoupling
experiments proved to be very powerful in studying local structure and dynamics of
complex supramolecular architectures. In this work, particularly materials lacking
long-range order were considered, where established scattering techniques are limited,
hence solid state NMR was of indispensable help. Moreover, where applicable, the
interpretation of experimental results was facilitated bycomputational methods, such
as DFT-based ab-initio chemical shift calculation, Nucleus-Independent Chemical
Shift(NICS) maps.

The solid state structures of three barbituric acid derivatives (1-n-butyl-5-
phenyl barbituric acid(Bu) , 1-n-butyl-5-(4-nitrophenyl)-barbituric acid(NiBu) ,
1,3-dimethyl-5-(4-nitrophenyl)-barbituric acid(NiDMe) ) and their assembled
complexes with bases of varying basicity(2,6-diacetamidopyridine(DAC),
2,6-diaminopyridine(DAP), Proton Sponge(PS: 1,8-bis(dimethylamino)-
naphthalene)) were derived. The novel enolizable chromophor,1-n-butyl-5-
(4-nitrophenyl)-barbituric acid (NiBu) preferably adopts anenol1 form with
vicinal NH and OH protons. In the presence of strong bases like the so-called proton
sponge(PS), a simple acid-base reaction occurred where the OH proton ofNiBu
was stripped. The corresponding enolate anion ofNiBu revealed a dimeric structure,
reflecting the stability of this arrangement. The enolic dimer can be broken upon
addition of adenine-mimetic base2,6-diacetamidopyridine (DAC), which offers
a complementary hydrogen-bonding pattern. However, if that pattern is offered to
pristine NiBu, as in the case ofNiBu+DAC , complex formation competes with
self-aggregation ofNiBu in the solid-state. A similar competition was observed upon
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addition of2,6-diaminopyridine (DAP) to NiBu. In the latter case, the salt formation
due to proton transfer is preferred contrary to hydrogen-bonded complexation. It has
been shown that both the prototropic tautomerism and the acidity of the enolizable
barbituric acids in the solid compounds is strongly influenced by ordering or packing
effects, which are absent in solution.

In addition, DOSY NMR provided deep insights into the size ofdifferent
supramolecular entities in solution. NMR experiments employing pulsed field gra-
dients (PFGs) have been used for many years to measure the diffusion coefficients
of species in solution. PFG NMR experiments directly measure the net displacement
of nuclear spins during a defined delay, and such displacements can be related to the
translational diffusion coefficients of the spins that giverise to the resonances in ques-
tion. Since diffusion coefficients are related to the effective radius of the molecular
species, DOSY NMR could be applied to determine the size of different supramolec-
ular entities in solutions. The well established preparative chemistry of calix[4]arenes
allows the synthesis of specific derivatives which are not only able to self-assemble,
but also to take part in self-sorting processes. For the individual components4b and
3x, diffusion coefficients were 8.6×10−11 and 6.2×10−11m/s2 respectively. How-
ever, the diffusion coefficient of32· 4b6 was 5.4×10−11m/s2 for all 1H signals, prov-
ing the existence of a uniform dendritic assembly as well as the absence of both larger
aggregates and smaller components (Fig. 5.6).

Recently, Klyatskayaet al. showedvia DLS and X-ray scattering experiments
that nanometer-size dicationic shape-persistent macromolecules in nonpolar solvents
do not form infinite tubular aggregates, as might be expectedfrom their chemical
structure, but dimerize to defined supermolecules [Klyatskaya 06]. This result
was supported by hydrodynamic radii obtained from 2D DOSY experiments. The
diffusion coefficient of1 in CD2Cl2 was found to be 2.2×10−10m/s2, which results
in hydrodynamic radius of 2.1nm (Fig. 5.9). However in cyclohexane a larger
hydrodynamic radius of about 2.6nm was measured for1. Considering the ratio
between the two determined hydrodynamic radii it is assumedthat the aggregated
structure isdimericrather than a larger scale supramolecule.

Several different capsular contents of tetra urea calix[4]arenes (benzene, benzene-
d6, fluorobenzene, fluorobenzene-d5, 1,4-difluorobenzene, and the cobaltocenium
ion) in the solid state are studied by advanced NMR techniques. First based
on 1H DOSY NMR, the hydrodynamic radii of both the tetra urea calix[4]arene
monomer(RH = 0.7nm) and dimer(RH = 0.96nm) in solution were determined. Upon
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inclusion all the entrapped guest moieties showed CIS (complexation induced shifts)
varying from 2.7ppm-4.8ppm. The1H -2H heteronuclear correlation spectrum of
1·C6D6·1 reveals onlycross-peaks of deuterons with protons pointinginside the
cavity, which also emphasizes that there are no benzene-filled voids present in the
structure. Evidences that the local order of guests within the dimeric assembly is
maintained were collected in the solid state applying multinuclear solid state NMR
techniques. All guest molecules were shown to undergo distinct motions, ranging
from mere C6-rotations (benzene) to ill-defined 180◦C phenyl flips (fluorobenzene-
d5). In the solid state, two peaks were observed in the19F-MAS spectra for both
1·C6D5F·1 and 1·C6H5F·1 capsules. Though the exact nature of the two peaks is
not perfectly clear, the presence of slightly distinct orientation of fluorobenzene was
suggested. The calix[4]arene host cavity even accommodates the bulky cobaltoce-
nium cation, while the counterion stays outside, as demonstrated by31P MAS and1H
-31P correlation experiment. Using the combined approach of a Nuclear Independent
Chemical Shift (NICS) map and ab-initio DFT chemical shift predictions for 19F
and2H nuclei, it was possible to locate the guests inside the hostcavity qualitatively
based on their respective complexation-induced shifts. Benzene-d6, for example,
populates the center plane (so-called(equ)) comprised of the stabilizing seam of
hydrogen-bonds of the urea units, while fluorobenzene-d5 prefers an (πequ) position,
where off-centered orientations towards the "walls" of the host were safely ruled out.

In summary, the results of this work contributed to the understanding of structural
and dynamical properties of complex supramolecular systems.
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